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Religious Criticism as Public Ethic
B. R. Ambedkar and his contemporaries

Prathama Banerjee

ABSTRACT
Religious criticism is unthinkable in modern times. Constitutional
morality requires that we show all religions equal respect. This is because
modernity defines religion to be a matter of incontrovertible faith rather
than reasoned disputation. In this essay, I return to an early 20th century
moment in South Asia, where a number of public intellectuals, most
importantly Ambedkar but also Rahul Sankrityayan, Dharmanand Kosambi
and others, argued that religious criticism be seen as a valid public ethic.
They drew on longer precolonial histories of religious debates, where
evidentiary and critical criteria were routinely invoked. They also thought of
religions in the plural and in terms of itinerancy, encounter and conversion
rather than Religion as a generic or universal category of thought. By
reconnecting this modern moment with older histories, I try to move aside
from the two standard ways in which we approach religion as concept and
phenomenon today - namely, in terms of either the religion/secularism or
the political theology framework.

Keywords:
Ambedkar, Buddhism, Dalit, Caste, Religion, Secularism, Modernity, Postcolonial,
Decolonial, History, India
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Religious Criticism as Public Ethic
B. R. Ambedkar and his contemporaries1

Introduction
Religion has never been a formal subject of study in postcolonial India.
The fear that religious identities might split the nation asunder was so
great at the moment of India’s Partition, that the Indian academy took an
unstated policy decision to keep religion at arms’ length (unlike caste which
preoccupied sociology departments for decades). The newly independent
nation-state, committed to economic rationality, saw religion as a leftover
from premodern times and hoped that with modernisation and development,
religion would withdraw from public spaces into the private realm where it
properly belonged. Departments of Islamic studies and Buddhist studies
were of course part of many universities, set up in the early 20th century
by nationalist educators and left alone in postcolonial times, perhaps as a
conciliatory gesture towards minorities. But religion as such, if present at
all, was subsumed under the study of Indian philosophy, Indian history and/
or regional language literatures, with religion being seen as one of the many
aspects of the nation’s popular culture and/or civilizational heritage.2 In
other words, religion as such was never subjected to critical inquiry in the
Indian academy in the way caste was, despite Ambedkar’s strenuous efforts
to put caste and religion within the same framework of analysis.
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And yet public discourse in 20th century India was saturated with religion
talk. The public life of religion – though not religion as such – therefore
became a subject of systematic study. Political scientists studied the public
life of religion through the lens of democracy and representation,3 wherein
greater attention was focused on the condition of possibility of secularism
as a political orientation, of both the state and the citizen, than on religion
itself as a worldly phenomenon. An important concern here was the
constitutional right to freedom of worship, with special focus on the evolution
of the categories of the majority and the minority.4 Historians on their part
focused on the operation of religion as identity and/or ideology. Primarily
concerned with what came to be called communal conflict, historians
focused not so much on the histories of Hinduism and Islam as on Hindus
and Muslims and laboured to demonstrate the social accord and shared
culture of different religious communities in India’s past so as to combat
the pernicious rise of religious nationalisms in modern times.5 Influenced
by Marxist historiography, and later by gender and dalit studies, historians
also studied the relationship of religious identities with class, caste and
gender, paying attention to how in particular contexts religion could operate
as emancipatory ideology for marginalised social groups, such as Islam in
peasant politics in Bengal and Buddhism in dalit politics in Maharashtra.6
In other words, while religion as identity and ideology was widely studied
in social science and humanities disciplines, religion per se was not really
thought about in the Indian academia. Even scholars like Ashis Nandy,
who critiqued the modern-day ideologisation of religion,7 remained content
with invoking religion and myth as generic counterpoints to modern
ideas of science, reason and secularism, without deep-diving into the
epistemological, existential and phenomenological aspects of religion
as they historically evolved in India.8 In a recent article, the scholar of
Indian secularism, Rajeev Bhargava makes the following point – ‘Indians
come out their education system without any understanding of their
religio-philosophical traditions. As a result, a defence of our own religious
traditions or critique of others is shallow and frequently mischievous’.9
Bhargava makes a distinction between religious ‘instruction’ and religious
‘education’. Outside the formal academy, religion continues to be taught
in traditional institutions like tols and madrassas. But there is neither
dialogue nor disagreement – about the protocols and even the object of
study – between modern disciplines ensconced in colleges and universities
and traditional sites of religious scholarship.10 Bhargava suggests that
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we seriously study the history of religious traditions in India in order to
refute the cynical and instrumental way in which the rhetoric of religiosity
is mobilised in contemporary politics.
This essay responds to this call by attending to an early to mid-20th century
moment in India’s history, when histories of religion came to be debated in
the public sphere, beyond religion’s remit as identity and ideology. A number
of public intellectuals in India (and in Sri Lanka, Tibet and Nepal) debated the
concept and content of religion at this time, somewhat aside of the dominant
Hindu-Muslim ‘communal’ question. While this essay’s focus, unsurprisingly,
is on B. R. Ambekdar’s historical and analytical work, on Buddhism in
particular and religion in general, it also connects to the thoughts of his
contemporaries, Rahul Sankrityayan, Dharmanand Kosambi, Benimadhab
Barua, Haraprasad Shastri, Debiprasad Chattopadhyay etc. Many of these
personalities mobilised longer histories of disputations between Brahmins
and Buddhists around the nature of reason and reality and discussed the
contemporary relevance of these precolonial debates. However, the story I
want to tell here is not the story of the recovery and reinvention of Buddhism
as a potentially anti-caste religion in early 20th century India. That story has
been told by, amongst others, Eleanor Zelliot in her comprehensive survey
on ‘The Indian Rediscovery of Buddhism, 1855-1956’ and in minute details
by Geetanjali Surendran in her doctoral thesis.11 In this paper my focus is on
how the relationship between reason and religion played out in the public
debates of this time within the framework of ‘histories of religion’.
We assume in modern times that reason and religion are antagonistic
dispositions. Consequently, historians, when faced with the political
mobilisation of religion in the public sphere, respond by invoking reason
and evidence. We know the tragic story of archaeologists and historians of
India being forced in the 1990s to testify to ‘facts’ in the Babri Masjid /Ram
Janmabhumi dispute.12 They struggled with the common assertion, in law
courts and in the street, that matters of faith cannot be resolved by mere
intellectual reasoning.13 Admittedly, historians were themselves ambiguous
about the fact that while Hindu majoritarian histories have indeed vitiated
contemporary life by cannibalising historical evidence and protocols
of history-writing, despite intense efforts by academic historians to be
heard in the public sphere, minority public histories, such as by dalits and
adivasis, have been politically empowering, even when these histories might
have equally taken liberties with archival evidence and historiographical
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techniques.14 In other words, the modern day faith/evidence binary appears
as a double bind from which there seems no safe exit!15
In contrast, the early 20th century debate that I discuss here almost
entirely side-stepped the faith/evidence binary. It implicitly refused the
predominantly Abrahamic definition of religion as ‘faith’, i.e. as the precritical acceptance of a sanctified doctrine or tradition. Instead, this debate
focused on modes of public reasoning and asked how far particular religious
ideas and practices - and indeed different conceptions of religion as such
- stood up to the test of reasoned argumentation. Surely Enlightenment
rationality had a certain role to play here. But it will be a gross mistake
to assume that public reasoning as it applied to religion and religiosity at
this time was simply a derivative of modern, secular, scientific Reason. At
play here was the longer and heterogeneous history of religio-philosophical
disputations in India, wherein both logical and evidentiary criteria were
routinely put to work - a tradition that fed into the reasoning of Ambedkar
and his contemporaries with respect to Buddhism and Hinduism (and of
Muhammad Iqbal and others with respect to Islam).
Evidently, at play here is a distinction between Reason, the modern-day
meta-concept that claims to adjudicate on all ideas and practices of the
world, and reasoning, the activity immanent to particular intellectual and/or
sociological encounters. As Jonardan Ganeri reminds us in his book on 17th18th century Indian intellectual traditions, unlike Reason which is assumed
to be universal, reasoning is contextual; and unlike Reason which is deployed
as a noun, a historical agent unto itself, reasoning is a verb, a heterogeneous
set of activities undertaken by diverse subjects in diverse contexts.16 If
ideologies of modernity assume religion and Reason to be antagonists,
history shows up religion to have been as amenable to reasoning as any other
phenomenal entity. It is in this longer genealogy of reasoned disputation that
Ambedkar and his contemporaries subjected religion, in both its existential
and epistemological aspects, to historical analytics, a possibility which
came to be suppressed in modern times under the hegemonic faith/reason
binary. The result was not a secular questioning of religion by Reason but
the possibility of what became unthinkable in modernity - namely, religious
criticism as a legitimate form of public ethics, constitutive of the condition
of living with multiple religious traditions and with contending imaginations
of what religion was in the first place.17
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The Historicity of Religion
Ambedkar disputed the modern common sense that in their essence, all
religions, shorn of superstitions, corrupt practices and redundant rituals, are
essentially valid and good. This was not only Gandhi’s position at the time,
namely, that all religions were good and worthy of equal respect, but also lay
at the centre of the secular constitutional principle that once paired down
to their ‘essential’ practices/doctrines, all religions must be approached,
including by courts of law, as valid, established, and an unquestionable
matter of worship or faith. And yet, early 20th century India was a moment
when public debates on good and bad, valid and invalid religions seemed
possible via the rigorous practice of historical analytics and religious
criticism. Ambedkar said that it was a ‘logical and historical’ mistake to
assume that all religions were equally valid and should therefore simply
coexist side by side. To him, the right to compare and critique religions
and by implication, the right to convert from one religion to another was an
inalienable right.
“Equal respect” on the other hand postulates that all religions are
equally true and equally valuable. If I have understood him [Gandhi]
correctly then his premise is utterly fallacious, both logically as well as
historically. Assuming the aim of religion is to reach God—which I do
not think it is—and religion is the road to reach him, it cannot be said
that every road is sure to lead to God. Nor can it be said that every road,
though it may ultimately lead to God, is the right road. It may be that all
existing religions are false and the perfect religion is still to be revealed.
But the fact is that religions are not all true and therefore the adherents
of one faith have a right, indeed a duty, to tell their erring friends what
they conceive to be the truth [emphasis mine.] 18

Ambedkar’s opening move was to prove that religion was an internally
changing entity and therefore amenable to historical analytics. He was
arguing against both orthodox and reformist Hindus of his times. Orthodox
Hindus claimed that Hinduism was an a-historical or ‘eternally pre-existing’
(sanatan) tradition, a phrase drawn, Ambedkar notes, from Kulluka Bhatt’s
commentary on the Manusmriti.19 Reformist Hindus proposed a return to
the origin, to the apaurusheya (un-authored) Vedas or the Upanishads, by
eliminating later historical accretions from tradition, implicitly following
the European Protestant model of ‘reform’ that came to be mobilised by
the Wahhabis in west and south Asia and the Brahmo Sabha, Arya Samaj,
Prarthana Samaj etc. in Bengal, Maharashtra, Punjab and elsewhere in
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India. Ambedkar began his Philosophy of Hinduism by quoting the Scottish
philosopher Andrew Seth Pringle Pattison’s (1865-1931) book The Philosophy
of Religion (1930).20 Pattison was known to have influenced Bertrand Russell,
William James and George Herbert Mead, who, like Ambedkar, emphasised a
moral philosophy of the self - ‘personality’ as it was sometimes called in this
oeuvre - against contemporary theories of mass psychology as proffered by
Gabriel Tarde, F. H. Bradley and others.21 Ambedkar agreed with Pattison’s
statement that a philosophy of religion could only be derived from a study of
histories of religion; but he disagreed with Pattison’s ‘comparative religions’
framework of analysis. Instead, he said that he wanted to deploy philosophy
in its ‘original’ sense and combine comparison with critique, i.e. with the
act of ‘passing judgment’ over different religions of the world.22 To him,
the philosophy of religion was a ‘normative science’ based on a history of
‘revolutions in religion’.
Religion must be put on its trial. By what criterion shall it be judged?
… Unfortunately the question does not appear to have been tackled
although much has been written on the philosophy of Religion … the
best method to ascertain the criterion by which to judge the philosophy
of Religion is to study the Revolutions which religion has undergone.
[emphasis mine]23

In other words, to Ambedkar religious criticism had to be based not on
any external criteria of judgment - such as Reason or Science - but the
internal criteria thrown up by religion itself in course of its fundamental
transformations through in time.
In the preface of his 1946 tract Who Were the Shudras, Ambedkar responded to
those who felt that as a commentator on modern politics, he was ill-equipped
to deal with histories of religion. He said that even though he had not acquired
a mastery of Sanskrit - and Orientalists, Indologists and nationalists all saw
Sanskrit as the gateway to India’s past - he had been studying ancient texts in
translation for the last decade and a half. He also added that as a non-Brahmin
he was more analytically equipped than Brahmin scholars in the field of
religious study. Brahmin scholars might be at home in Sanskrit but by virtue
of their complicity in the history of monopolistic Brahminical knowledge, they
were unable to assume a sufficiently critical stance towards sacred texts of
the past.24 Ambedkar was not a trained historian. He studied anthropology,
economics and law. However, as Umesh Bagade shows, Ambedkar did make
a methodological intervention in the field of history-writing by showing up
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the limits of ‘objectivist history’, as practiced by nationalist historians of his
time such as V. K. Rajwade (1863-1926), the doyen of disciplinary history in
Maharashtra.25 Ambedkar felt that mainstream history-writing in India had
come down to no more than ‘fixing dates and tracing genealogies’, with little
interest in ‘social history’.26 As importantly, Ambedkar felt that in the name
of disciplinary protocol, historians had ended up disavowing the importance
of ‘imagination and intuition’ in the writing of history. Quoting Maxim Gorky,
Ambedkar said, in terms not dissimilar to Ranajit Guha’s problematisation
of the absence of the subaltern in mainstream archives:
It is a case of reconstructing history where there are no texts, and if there
are, they have no direct bearing on the question. In such circumstances
what one has to do is to strive to divine what the texts conceal or suggest
without being even quite certain of having found the truth.27

Drawing on the classical Nyaya distinction between two kinds of pramanas
or ‘conditions of knowledge’ - pratakshya and anumana - Ambedkar argued
that in the absence of direct and perceptible evidence, inferential evidence
was a legitimate ground of history-writing, and that it was a category mistake
to confuse, as did positivists and empiricists, inference with speculation
and conjecture.28
Ambedkar’s Philosophy of Hinduism was an example of precisely this kind of
imaginative and inferential history which brought into mutual articulation
anthropological, historical and philosophical insights. Ambedkar began
by saying that religion was constitutive of the human condition because
it dealt with elemental questions of life such as birth and death, disease
and destitution. In other words, modernity and secularism could not render
religion redundant. But to say that religion is constitutive of human ontology
is not to say that religion is in essence the same, at all places and all times.
In fact, religion has gone through multiple revolutions in course of history.
Interestingly, the triumph of science over religion was not really the defining
event of the history of religion, because it had to do with a change that was
external rather than internal to religion as such.29 To Ambedkar, the most
important revolution in the history of religion was the invention of god!
Through an anthropological study of ‘primitive’ religions, Ambedkar argued
that the earliest form of religion did not have either god or morality as its
constituents. Concerned as it was with birth, death, disease, growth, food,
hunger, scarcity and so on - i.e. questions of bare life and basic needs that
later came to be classified as questions of economy, ecology and biology -
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religion simply propitiated and deified forces of nature. These forces were
neither good nor evil. They were a-moral; to be placated, harnessed and
battled. Morality as a set of norms for human interaction did exist as it must
in all collectivities, but the moral domain was separate from the religious
domain. In other words, religion was simply about life in its exigencies,
contingencies and flourishing.30 In multiple tracts about Hinduism, as we
know, Ambedkar repeatedly showed how morality hardly played any part in
Hindu religious life, including in the lives of Brahmins who claimed a purity
of being, and how deities - both gods and anti-gods - were no different than
ordinary mortals engaged in self-serving battles over power and glory. This
was very much in line with multiple Buddhist thinkers of early India, who
questioned the assumed divinity and purity of Brahmins on the self-evident
experiential ground that Brahmins could have vices just as Shudras and
Chandalas could have virtues.31
Ambedkar believed that it was in ancient as opposed to archaic times
that the idea of god came to be integrated to religion – leading to the first
revolution in the history of religion. The concept of god had an extra-religious
origins, deriving from deference to powerful men – heroes, kings and
warriors – or from purely philosophical speculations about the first cause
of the world. The concept of god was thus incidental to and not constitutive
of religion. The invention of god was followed by a second revolution - the
integration of religion with morality. In earlier times, gods and humans had
a relationship of kinship. ‘Political society’ – a phrase Ambedkar uses here
– was composed of descendants of a common progenitor-god, a father or
a mother figure. Consequently, competing polities had competing gods.
In other words, lineage and kinship rules applied to human religiosity, as
it did to early kingship, more than did universal moral rules. Later, once
society came to be imagined as made up of only humans and gods became
transcendental figures lying outside of political society, god came to watch
over the individual’s conscience rather than the civic life of the community.
Lineage loyalties came to be replaced by moral injunctions and morality
and religiosity came to coincide. Once god became the addressee of the
individual rather than the community, it became possible to imagine a polity
composed of people worshipping different gods, just as it became possible
to imagine a universal god, overseeing a humanity divided into nations. A
change of religion in other words no longer implied a change in political
belonging as it did earlier.32 Ambedkar was arguing against the reduction
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of the religion question to the national question - as happened with the
rise of the two nations theory in 1940s India. He was also implying that the
right to religious criticism cannot be denied on the ground that a critique
of religion was by default a critique of the nation. As we shall discuss later,
he was also implying that conversion, from one religion to another, must
not be understood as an act of de-nationalisation or de-culturisation, as his
detractors, including Gandhi, implied.
Whether one agrees with Ambedkar’s version of the history of religion or
not, it is important to note that Ambedkar’s was not the standard story of
secularisation and modernisation, but a more complex story of changes
in the relationship between gods and humans, politics and religion and
politics and ethics. In and about the same time as Carl Schmitt in Germany,
Ambedkar in India seems to be proposing a version of what we today
recognise as ‘political theology’ - namely, the thesis that political society
has a religious constitution at its core. There are of course two important
differences between Schmitt and Ambedkar that we cannot forget. The first is
that while Schmitt understands modern political forms like state, sovereignty
and law as ‘secularised’ versions of older theological concepts, Ambedkar
refuses the religion/secularism binary in the first place and defines religion
qua religion as ‘system of governance’, a body politic - ‘I take Religion to mean
the propounding of an ideal scheme of divine governance the aim and object
of which is to make the social order in which men live a moral order.’33 And
two, unlike Schmitt who works with a unitary genealogy of Judaeo-Christian
concepts secularising and mutating into modern political concepts, Ambedkar
thinks with multiple religions. Hence to him the history of religion is always
already a history of religious encounter, comparison and criticism.
That religious criticism must necessarily begin with a historicisation of
religion was something that Dharmanand Kosambi (1876-1947) and Rahul
Sankrityayan (1893-1963) also believed. Kosambi’s autobiography Nivedan
narrates his disillusionment with the life of a Goan Saraswat Brahmin,
seen as inferior in status to Chitpavan Brahmins in Maharashtra. Kosambi
experienced, first in Maharashtra and then in Varanasi, the absurdity of
Brahminical caste practices. He also developed an irresistible curiosity
about the Buddha and his teachings, having read as a child the story of
prince Siddhartha. His quest led him on a path to Varanasi, Bihar, Nepal,
Calcutta and Sri Lanka and eventually to academic history-writing - learning
languages (Sanskrit, Pali and Burmese), practising philology and textual
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exegesis, participating at Harvard in the compilation of a critical edition
of Visudhhimagga (The Path of Purification, Buddhaghosa’s c. 5th century
treatise on Buddhist spiritual practices, likely written in Sri Lanka) and to
a delicate parsing of source-texts for an authoritative history of Buddhism,
which is what he pursued in his popular writings in Marathi as well as in
his role as a teacher at Calcutta University, Fergusson College and Leningrad
University.34 His Buddha, Dhamma ani Sangha, first published in Marathi
in 1910, was full of translations of extensive passages from the Pali canon
of the Buddhist Tripitaka (Sutta Pitaka, Vinay Pitaka and Abhidamma
Pitaka), Asvaghosha’s Buddhacharitakavya (early 2nd century CE) and
the Lalitavistara (a text on the life of the Buddha, combining Sanskrit and
vernacular usages, most likely of Mahayana and Sarvastivada influence, and
first translated into French in 1892 by Édouard Foucaux).35
Like Kosambi, Rahul Sankrityayan too was a born Brahmin. He left home
at young age as a renouncer and studied Vedanta with traditional scholars
of the Upanishads. His wanderings led him to Vaishnavism and then to
the Arya Samaj and the study of the Vedas. Subsequently he travelled to
Tibet in search of Buddhism and finally came to Marxism as a peasantleague activist. Unlike Kosambi, he never became a formal academic and
remained an itinerant. And yet his most lasting legacy was the discovery of
numerous manuscripts of Buddhist philosophy preserved in various Tibetan
monasteries, which he brought back to India and edited, translated and
published.36 His most important work was a critical edition of Dharmakirti’s
Pramanavarttika (Commentary on Valid Cognition, c. 6-7th century CE) - an
epistemological text about proofs or conditions of knowledge.37 Drawing upon
his collection of manuscripts, Sankrityayan went on to write numerous books
on the history of Buddhist and other schools of thought in precolonial India
- parsing like Kosambi diverse source-texts in long and detailed footnotes.38
Needless to say, Ambedkar, Kosambi and Sankrityayan were very different
figures. Unlike Ambedkar who went through systematic academic training
in modern social science disciplines, Kosambi and Sankrityayan’s scholarly
lives were relatively more traditional and informal. The three also came from
very different caste, regional as well as religious backgrounds - something
we shall return to later. Their intellectual styles were very different too. While
Ambedkar was an academic essayist by style, the polyglot Sankrityayan
was of a literary temperament (his travel writings are the most widely read,
though it bears mentioning that his travelogues and novels were also often
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historical in nature). Kosambi was a philologist, a textual exegete and a
historian of religion, even though he also wrote a play or two.39 Yet common
to the three was the fact that they were all public intellectuals, who dirtied
their hands in anti-colonial, anti-caste and labour politics, though from
different ideological perspectives; remained deeply invested in the historical
possibility of religious criticism, incessantly read and discussed Marxism,
and most importantly, functioned as not only historians and critics but also
at various stages of their lives, deeply involved practitioners of religion.

Is Religious Criticism Possible?
Ambedkar, to his own regret, never became a philologist, which required
systematic training in the languages, including in Sanskrit. This was partly
because he was born untouchable, who by tradition had no right to the
‘language of the gods’, to use Sheldon Pollock’s felicitous characterisation of
classical Sanskrit,40 partly because his education took him towards the modern
social sciences rather than towards traditional learning of the kind Kosambi
and Sankrityayan pursued. And yet Ambedkar’s Riddles in Hinduism, like
the writings of Kosambi and Sankrityayan, copiously referenced translations
of early Indian Sanskrit and Pali texts.41 It is worth staying with Ambedkar’s
Riddles for a while because it demonstrates at its best what emerged at this
time as serious publicly engaged religious criticism. It is clear from the text
that Ambedkar was self-consciously participating in an older and longer
history of religious disputation in India. He says, after citing the Orientalists
Friedrich Max Mueller and John Muir, that “[i]t would no doubt be objected
that all foreign scholars are prejudiced and that their views cannot therefore
be accepted. Fortunately, we are not altogether dependent upon the views of
foreigners. There are leaders of indigenous schools of thought which have
taken the same view.”42
Riddles begins by describing the regional diversity of Hindu beliefs and
practices, including the frequently encountered hybrid Hindu-Muslim forms,
across the subcontinent. It is impossible, Ambedkar says, to answer with
any coherence the question ‘who is a Hindu?’43 Not just regional diversity,
Hinduism also displayed deep historicity, he added. Hinduism went through
radical changes through time - as evinced by the rise and fall of gods in
the pantheon; the ceaseless combat between different gods and between
gods and anti-gods; the eventual subordination, between the time of the
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Vedas to that of the Puranas, of male gods to powerful goddesses; changing
everyday practices in Hindu society, from beef-eating to vegetarianism;
changing normative ideals from himsa to ahimsa back to himsa again; and
the innumerable exceptions and expiations listed in Brahminical normative
texts which work by first instituting and then suspending various social
norms.44 Ambedkar also narrated the gradual codification through time of
the jati hierarchy in the hands of the authors of the various dharmashastras,
leading eventually to a fundamental change in Hindu social theory, which
came to define caste divisions as being the result varna miscegenation, i.e.
in terms of sexuality and birth rather than of occupation as was the case
earlier.45 These latter changes led to the eventual proliferation of hugely
inconsistent and constantly shifting lists of caste and subcastes in Hinduism,
each apparently born of sexual encounters between men and women of
different varnas. Ambedkar spent many pages tediously cross-referencing
different caste names available in different texts with their assumed varna
genealogy in order to expose the logical and genealogical errors that beset
this explanatory paradigm of caste as a product of sexual transgression. He
famously described this proliferation of error as the ‘madness of Manu’, the
institutionalisation and canonisation of fallacious reasoning masquerading
as religion and law.46
The texture and tonality of Ambedkar’s religious criticism are best
demonstrated by attending to his analysis of how the Vedas came to be
elevated to the status of a timeless, infallible text in India. Ambedkar argued
that a review of the early dharmasutras shows that in earlier times the
Vedas were seen as only one of four grounds of correct judgment, in addition
to tradition (smriti), proper conduct by the reputable (shishtachar) and
agreement in the assembly (sabha) of the learned. In fact, the Apastambha
dharmasutras did not invest the Vedas with any stand-alone authority.
Knowledge of the Vedas was only an ‘electoral qualification’ for membership
of the assembly whose reasoned agreement was accepted as law.47 Moreover,
in the Vedic anukramanis or index lists, various hymns are in fact ascribed
authors or poets, which militates against the later imagination of the Vedas
as being un-authored by either gods or humans.48 Ambedkar also cites
Kapila, the putative founder of the Sankhya philosophical system, who
held that eternity cannot be predicated on the Vedas, since various verses
in the Vedas declare themselves to have been produced.49 Also, some of the
sages mentioned in the Vedas, including in the oldest verses of the Rg Veda,
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enunciate a distinction between older and newer, ‘ancient and modern’
utterances.50 In other words, the Vedas as a textual oeuvre is marked by
an internal historicity which disproves the position that the Vedas were
an a-historical and a-temporal source of religion. Ambedkar also quotes
Gautama, the founder of the Nyaya school of pramanas, to say that the Veda
was originally not a self-contained oeuvre by itself but a generic quality of
traditions that came to acquire authority in course of time - ‘a Veda is that in
which authority is found or recognised. From such Vedicity (or Possession of
the character of a Veda) the authority of any work is to be inferred’. Gautama
was referring to texts of medicine which came to be known as Ayurveda by
virtue of their widely accepted content.51
In other words, in Riddles, Ambedkar demonstrates how Hinduism changed
in time through internal dissensus and disagreement. He dwells at length
on the Charvaka/Lokayata school of thought, which relentlessly countered
the concepts of sacrifice, heaven, moksha and atman. Ambedkar quotes
from the 1882 translation of Madhavacharya’s 14th century compendium of
philosophies, the Sarva-darshana-samgraha, which discussed Charvaka
ideas if only to refute them.52 Even though later scholars, especially Marxists,
interpreted the ‘this-worldly’ Charvaka school of thought as a kind of ancient
‘materialism’, it is more correctly understood, as Ramkrishna Bhattacharya
persuasively shows, as a specific tradition of argumentation. Vitandashastra
or the technical-logical science of disputation is how Lokayata is described in
Pali Buddhist texts of later times. Bhattacharya also cites the Ayodhya Kanda
of the Ramayana, the Manavadharmashastra and Shankara’s commentary on
the Brahma sutras, all of which criticised the anarchy and sophistry of the
quarrelsome Lokayatas.53 In fact, the epithet nastika - today mistranslated as
atheist – earlier meant nay-sayers, referring to those who inevitably refused
any metaphysical grounding of knowledge, be it the Vedas or the atman or
indeed god. Interestingly, at different times in history, Charvakas, Buddhists
and even proponents of Advaita Vedanta were accused of being nastika or
people who engaged in ceaseless disputation and questioned the very idea of
a foundation to existence.54 Ambedkar’s extensive citation of this tradition is
clearly indicative of his interest in early Indic traditions of religious criticism.
But not only Charvaka/Lokayata, Ambedkar seems to pay equal attention to
the arguments of the orthodox Purvama Mimamsa school of Vedic exegesis,
with Jaimini’s Mimamsasutras as his primary text of concern. Sifting through
arguments about the relationship between word, sound and action that
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concerned the Nyaya versus Mimamsa (‘realist’ versus ‘textualist’) debates
of early India - involving issues of the ‘eternity’ (or otherwise) of language
and the injunctive force of command utterances (especially as found in the
Vedas) - Ambedkar seems to participate in the ancient epistemological
debate about the verifiability, meaning and illocutionary force of words and
phrases.55 Again, in the chapter on ‘How the Upanishads Came to be Made
Subordinate to the Vedas’ - originally titled ‘Jaimini versus Badarayana’ Ambedkar lays out in detail the canonical disputation between Mimamsakas
and Vedantists regarding the relative efficacy of (self-) knowledge and
(sacrificial) action.56 This faceoff between the two imperatives of knowledge
and action - jnyan versus karma - had a long life in late 19th and early 20th
century India in the fashioning of anti-colonial theories of political action,
including in the work ofr evolutionary nationalists like Bankimchandra
Chattopadhyay and Aurobindo Ghosh.57 Ambedkar however offers no modern
recension of this debate. He stays with the ancient historical debate, closely
following Badarayana’s arguments at every step and showing where the
latter, in his attempt to reconcile the Vedas with the Upanishads, papered
over the philosophical antagonism between proponents of ritual/action
and proponents of knowledge/self. ‘Badarayana is a queer and pathetic
case of an opponent who begins his battle by admitting the validity of the
premises of his adversary. … Badrayana in his Vedanta Sutras has betrayed
the Upanishads. Why did he do so?’58 Ambedkar clearly wanted to stay with
and sharpen this philosophical antagonism, for he felt that the non-dualism
of Advaita Vedanta, in its original oppositional stance towards Vedic and
dharmashastric Brahminism, was potentially democratic. In that, nondualism was different from other religions, including presumably Christianity
and Islam, which depended for its ideal of equality on a transcendent and
sovereign idea of a monotheistic God equitably oriented towards all humans.
Here is Ambedkar in Riddles: ‘To support democracy because we are all children
of God is a very weak foundation for democracy to rest on. But to recognise and
realise that you and I are parts of the same cosmic principle leaves room for
no other theory of associated life except democracy. It does not merely preach
democracy. It makes democracy an obligation of one and all.’59
Rahul Sankrityayan, in his short but dense book Bauddh Darshan, sought
to demonstrate how rational disputation was an intrinsic part of religious
and metaphysical thinking in early India. His study of the c. 4th century
compendium Yogacharbhumi (attributed to the Buddhist philosopher Asanga
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but possibly containing the work of multiple authors) is a good example
to cite here.60 While this text was primarily concerned with meditative
practices, it emphasised correct perception and correct understanding as
essential aspects of spiritual realisation. As Kragh shows, at stake here were
the virtues of ‘discernment and discursiveness’ (vichar and vitarka) and the
avoidance of a long list of possible errors of observation and judgment.61
Based on five types of nastitva - i.e. negation or disavowal of foundations
like essence, god, soul, eternity, permanence, temporal continuity and
corporeal purity - and on the realisation of flux, impermanence (shunyata)
and dependent origination (pratitya samutpad), this tradition emphasised
hetuvidya or modes of reasoned disputation. Sankrityayan dwelt at length
on this tradition of critical engagement with opponents and detailed the
importance, as described in Yogacharbhumi, of mobilising in a timely manner
and for purpose of discursive efficacy, arguments, examples, concepts,
inference, experience, tradition and indeed correct disposition, involving the
proper representation of one’s opponent’s views, polite, lucid and dignified
delivery of speech, patience, friendliness, generosity, and cessation and
calm at the moment of defeat. Sankrityayan then went on to describe in
great detail the sixteen theses which Yogacharbhumi sets out to disprove
in order to demonstrate how rational epistemological disputation actually
fed into rather than undercut spiritual accomplishment. Unsurprisingly,
the theses which are disputed include the existence of god, the existence of
soul, the belief in eternity, the belief in past-future continuity, the belief in
identity through time, and in the same paradigm, the belief in the superiority,
purity and divine origin of Brahmins as well as the belief in the fact that
external actions, such as bathing in the Ganga and animal sacrifice, led to
the cleansing of doshas or impurities.62 Sankrityayan then goes on to detail
the work of other Buddhist philosophers, including Dharmakirti and Dignaga
along similar lines. It is interesting to note that in his retelling, Sankrityayan
seems to faithfully follow the structure of disputation as found in the original
texts - narrating each philosopher’s work in terms of a play of thesis and antithesis, established opinion and its refutation. It is also worth noting how
in this debate the metaphysical and the sociological appear in continuity
rather than counterpoise.
In 1918, Benimadhab Barua (1888-1948), one of the earliest historians of
Buddhism in India, had proposed a distinction between those who saw
Buddhism as a religion and those who saw it as a system of enquiry. Later
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Buddhist texts, especially those in Sanskrit, gave the impression that
Buddhism was only a ‘faith’, Barua said. But the earlier Pali canon that
purportedly contained Buddha’s own sayings and the writings of early
Buddhist epistemologists show up Buddhism to be primarily a critical
system of thought, which debated the nature of reason, life and reality,
only post facto drawing out the spiritual implications of these ontological
and epistemological perspectives. Barua said that what we today think of
as faith was an ‘accidental, secondary outgrowth of [Buddha’s] philosophy,
when the latter was required to yield an ideal of life, … which [lay] far
above the experience of the senses and normal human cognition …’.
Barua translated the Pali phrase pannanvaya saddha as ‘reasoned faith’ thereby cutting through the modern-day faith/reason binary - and used
this phrase to characterise not only Buddhism and Jainism but also other
schools of metaphysical thought in early India.63 In fact, citing the Rg Vedic
statement attributed to sage Visvakarman, that knowledge is always already
‘saprasnam’, Barua went on to say that questioning was generic to ancient
Indian religious life.64 Being more than just religion, Buddhism was thus
an ‘attitude’ - towards ‘the whole of things’; ‘a consciousness of the dignity
of self cognisant of dignity in others’.65 Barua admitted that in course of
time Buddhism appeared to wane in India and aspects of it co-opted by
the Brahminical theistic traditions of the Puranas (with Buddha becoming
an incarnation of Vishnu). But if Buddhism as an intellectual orientation
appeared to be in decline it was not because its critical heft came to be
questioned but because philosophy itself as a mode of critical thought came
to be marginalised in India, under the hegemony of traditions of deism and
theism which had poetry and devotion rather than philosophy and scepticism
as their primary mode of articulation.66
Contemporary historical scholarship has persuasively shown that religious
criticism was very much part of not just scholastic but also public life in
precolonial times. Vincent Eltschinger, Prabal Kumar Sen, Ajay Verma and
others have shown that early Indian Buddhist arguments against Brahminical
dharma - as proffered by several key epistemologists like Dharmakirti,
Prajnakaragupta, Shantarakshita and Kamalasila - and the response to these
anti-Brahmanical arguments by grammarians and textualist Mimamsakas
were argumentative and evidentiary in nature. The debate here was about
the (im-)possibility of proving beyond reasonable doubt the conception, birth
(jati) and lineage (kula) of any individual. No evidence or pramana - whether
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visual experience (pratakshya), inference (anumana) or authoritative
testimony (shabda) - could adequately vouch for the purity of birth claims
that anchored the Brahmanical social theory of varnasharamadharma
because sexualities always escaped social monitoring. In other words, what
we have here is not only an ethical critique of caste pride, though that too is
part of the tradition, but a set of epistemological and ontological arguments
against the ‘naturalisation’ of caste as a category of epistemological
analysis and social administration. Unlike species difference which could be
epistemologically verified, the reasoning went, caste difference was simply
an arbitrary social convention. Ontologically speaking therefore, caste was
neither ‘real’ nor ‘universal’, to cite the emic terms of this ancient debate.67
Religious disputation in precolonial India, we should also note, went beyond
the Buddhist-Brahmin debate. The ibadatkhana (the place of worship) of the
Mughal emperor Akbar hosted the well-known 16th-century debate between
the orthodox Abdul Qadir Badayuni and the politico Abu’l-Fazl ibn Mubarak,
a debate which Syed Rezavi reads as only one instance of the general faceoff
between aql (reason) and taqlid (tradition) in contemporary courtly culture.68
Lest Akbar’s court be seen as an exception we should also mention here
Jonathan Brack’s work on inter-faith debate in Mongol courts in central
and south Asia, the basis of the medieval synthesis of Islamic and Mongol
forms of sacral kingship across this region.69 Muzaffar Alam’s work on the
significance of Chisti-Naqsbandi debate in the shaping of Mughal polity in
south Asia is also well known.70 Johannes Bronkhorst cites the 12th century
Sravana Belgola inscriptions in Karnataka, which lists Jain Digambaras
who participated in public debates - Vakragriva, who allegedly overcame
the crowd of orators by his power of speech; Mahesvara, who was victorious
in seventy great disputations; Akalanka, who defeated the Bauddhas at
the court of king Himasitala; Vimalachandra, who challenged the Saivas,
Pasupatas, Bauddhas, Kapalikas and Kapilas in a letter which he affixed to
the gate of the palace of king Satrubhayamkara (in an uncanny precursor to
Martin Luther’s legendary act in 16th century Europe); Vadiraja, who engaged
disputants in the capital of an unnamed Chalukya king, apparently in the
presence of the king himself and so on.71 Harmut Scarfe cites the memoirs of
Chinese pilgrims to India, which mention ongoing disputations in Buddhist
monasteries over ‘possible and impossible doctrines’.72 And Ernst Pret
discusses at length a passage from the medical treatise Charakasamhita
(c. 100 BCE-200 CE) where a distinction is made between friendly and hostile
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debates, with the winning over of the ‘jury’ - described variously as ignorant,
sympathetic, indifferent or alien - emphasised as prime concern, testifying
to the public nature of these debates.73
I mention these multiple historical instances of religious disputation in
India in order to reiterate my argument that in non-modern times religious
criticism did have a public and political life and that religion was not
imagined as a domain beyond philosophical and epistemological enquiry. In
fact, spiritual accomplishment was seen as predicated on epistemological
insight regarding the nature of causality, temporality, reality, and veracity,
just as epistemological accomplishment was understood as predicated on
a proper ethical and spiritual disposition. This of course was not peculiar
to the Indian context. Non-modern traditions of askesis across the world
- as Pierre Hadot, Michel Foucault and more recently, Peter Sloterdjik have
shown - shared the assumption that correct personal, social and spiritual
disciplines were precondition to the achievement of knowledge.74 One should
also mention here that unlike in modern times, when religious disputes are
either brushed under the carpet or rendered into so-called civilisational or
geo-political disputes between ‘world religions’, in earlier times religious
disputes were often ‘internal’ - Sunni jurists versus Sufi mystics, Shaivas
versus Vaishnavas, Mahayana versus Hinayana and so on - confirming
Ambedkar’s sense that the history of religion is necessarily that of ongoing
epistemological and ontological dissensus.
Also, as Johannes Bronkhorst suggests and as Ambedkar and his contemporaries
repeatedly emphasised, these apparently metaphysical debates did have
social and political consequences. While some of these precolonial religiophilosophical debates, like poetic competitions of the time, might simply
have been virtuoso spectacles for public or royal edification, many were part
of juridical and jurisdictional disputes - for instance about land grants to
Brahmins, the Brahmin’s political prerogatives vis a vis the king and his
subjects, the autonomies of monasteries and temples etc. These jurisdictional
disputes required that the philosophical bases of legal injunctions be thrashed
out in the political sphere, which was why these debates were often associated
with the king’s court or the town square.75 Bronkhorst’s thesis lends a different
historical depth to the insight of Amebdkar and his contemporaries that religion
must be and has always been a subject of critique - because religion is about the
government of life and the government of life simultaneously implicates political
and legal and ontological and existential questions.
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Itinerancy, Critique and Conversion			
How did religious criticism articulate with social criticism in this debate?
Modern political theory, informed by the work of Max Weber and Karl Marx,76
understands religion to be a matter of identity, whether individual or social,
with the term ‘identity’ standing in for the unitary quality of both the personal
and the collective being of the religious subject. Sociology and anthropology
on the other hand imagine religion to be not so much the identity as the
condition of possibility of society, with conceptions of symbol and structure,
debt and sacrifice, ritual and the sacred - to invoke Durkheim, Mauss, Levi
Strauss, Girard and Turner in one breath77 - denoting not just mechanisms
of being together of a people as one but also the boundary, call it national,
social, communal or totemic boundary, that makes possible the unity of
religious being which is transgressed only at the individual’s peril. In other
words, modern academic disciplines tend to frame the study of religion
within the binaries of identity and community, individual and society, and
by implication private and public. In the debates at stake here, however,
the question was somewhat differently formulated. The question here was
that of sociability - because at stake here were many religions (and many
societies) rather than religion and society as singular or generic concepts.
The sociability question exceeded the question of the relationship of the
individual to his or her own society or indeed to his or her own self (and/or
to god). For the sociability question had to do with the concrete encounter
of one person with another across social boundaries, a problem not strictly
reducible to that of either individual agency or social norm as thematised in
the modern social sciences.
Ambedkar was a staunch critic of the way in which religion as a concept had
come to be caught up in the individual versus social, public versus private
dichotomy in modern European thought. He famously said:
What the Buddha calls Dhamma differs fundamentally from what is
called Religion. What the Buddha calls Dhamma is analogous to what
the European theologians call Religion. … [but] the differences between
the two are very great. … Religion, it is said, is personal and one must
keep it to oneself. One must not let it play its part in public life. Contrary
to this, Dhamma is social. … From this it is evident that one man if he is
alone does not need Dhamma.78

And yet, contrary to appearances, by refuting the definition of religion as
individual/personal faith, Ambedkar was not saying the opposite - that
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religion be seen as a social or community phenomenon. As we know, in his
Annihilation of Caste, Ambedkar questioned the self-evidence of society as a
modern category of thought. He famously said that India was not a society
unto itself, even if it might be politically and culturally a nation. This was
because Hinduism as a religion prohibited sociability amongst different
castes and different religions. By saying this Ambedkar was not only arguing
that religious criticism had to be constitutive of caste criticism and vice
versa, he was also implying that rigorous religious criticism required a study
of how different religions differently posited the horizon of sociability across
diverse human collectives - a question that nationalists found redundant
because to them, religion, like caste, race and nationality, was inherited
by birth and therefore part of one’s inalienable social destiny.79 Amebdkar
was also saying, in contradistinction to Durkheimian sociology of religion
which imagines society as a coherent and self-same domain of existence,
that religion had to do with relationships across and between different
formations of the social. In other words, in Ambedkar’s oeuvre religion
comes through not so much as a matter of identity as the prior question
of alternative models of sociability and of the interface between societies
and/or individuals across societies - even though it might appear at first
glance that Ambedkar intended Buddhism precisely thus, i.e. as an identity
for untouchables as a community.
Clearly, Ambedkar’s signature move was to think of religions in the plural.
He made what is conventionally understood as a peripheral or fringe
question in the study of religion - namely, the question of the interface
between religions - central to the evolution of religion as both phenomenon
and concept. As was inevitable in a multi-religious context such as India,
the religion question was centrally animated by the issue of the relationship
between persons practising different religions, say a Hindu and a Muslim,
and the orientation that could be considered proper to such an interface.
This was Gandhi’s imagination of religious being too, as Ajay Skaria has
persuasively shown in his description of Gandhi’s attempt to fashion a ‘nonsovereign’ public interface in terms of the social dispositions of dharma and
seva, duty and service.80 Ambedkar however differed with Gandhi in that
for him there was no universal or residual principle of religion that inhered
in all religions of the world and made possible a foundational continuity
- and amity - across different modes of religious being. To Ambedkar,
religions were many and often incommensurable in their epistemological
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and existential approaches, which was why at its very limit, the religion
question could turn into the question of a passage between religions, of a
Hindu becoming a Muslim and vice versa.
Understood in this way, the religion question appeared continuous to the
caste question, which was about the interface between persons belonging to
different caste and outcast samajs/societies. For one, by Brahminical norm,
sociability was prohibited between individuals of different castes in the exact
same way as it was prohibited between individuals of different religions namely, by way of proscriptions on commensality, marriage, sexuality and
touch. For the other, the caste system, as Ambedkar pointed out, disabled
itinerancy and traffic between religions and consequently, made impossible
diverse experiences of religious being and religious comparison. This was
why, unlike Islam or Christianity, Hinduism could never persuade newcomers
to join its fold, by participating in honest religious disputation as it were
- because Hinduism could not socially accommodate those not born into
existing castes.
Caste is inconsistent with conversion. Inculcation of beliefs and dogmas
is not the only problem that is involved in conversion. To find a place for
the convert in the social life of the community is another and a much
more important problem that arises in connection with conversion. That
problem is where to place the convert, in what caste?81

In other words, conversion as a mode of traffic between religions was the
exact opposite of incorporation, the operative mechanism by which Hinduism
co-opted so-called outsiders as endogamous groups sans sociability into a
totalising system of graded inequality. Ambedkar added that even though
in India Muslims and Christians sometimes practiced caste discrimination,
under the influence of their Hindu neighbours, they remained hospitable
to newcomers because at a fundamental level their religious principles
militated against caste a-sociality.82
This was perhaps why Ambedkar was so invested in the question of conversion
- conversion as not just a derivative but in fact a defining practice of religion.
In his Prerequisites of Communism, Ambedkar argued that if there was one
transgressive act that the caste system could not accommodate or neutralise,
it was conversion to another religion, which was why the dharmashastras
had no prescribed penance or expiation that could conceivably enable the
re-entry of a converted individual into the Hindu social order.83 Ambedkar
further added that given that untouchables lacked financial strength,
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numerical majority and ‘mental strength’ as a self-identical community,
emancipation required that they acquire strength from the ‘outside’, i.e. from
another religion.84
As we know, the modern Indian debate around religious conversion has
become a debate about competing national identities, at the cost of older
histories of religious encounter and traffic. The debate emerged initially
by way of a nationalist rebuttal of Christian missionary polemic against
a superstitious, idolatrous and ritualistic Hinduism. Subsequently, the
conversion debate took the form of militant Hindu activism against ongoing
Islamic and Christian evangelism in India, especially Islamic conversion
since it was apparently set to change the demography of the nation by
potentially producing a Muslim majority in the country. Conversion
continues to be a fraught and violent issue in today’s India, with a number of
state legislatures enacting anti-conversion laws to prevent ‘coercion’ and/or
‘incitement’ of Hindus by Muslim and Christian evangelists85 and Hindutva
vigilantes conducting ‘home-coming’ ceremonies to welcome back into the
fold prodigal Hindus who had earlier turned Muslim or Christian - though
this latter effort continues to stumble, as Ambedkar had predicted, over the
intractable question of the caste of returning converts.86
This unhappy history may prevent us from fully sensing the place of
conversion in Ambedkar’s thought. Even though Ambedkar’s own conversion
to Buddhism may seem as a last act, a denouement to a life lived almost
entirely as a Hindu, I believe that conversion as an exemplary act of religiosity
was always already present as a horizon of possibility in his thought. For
potential conversion was the enabling ground for rigorous religious criticism.
Equally, conversion indexed what religion might have meant historically and
phenomenologically in precolonial times. Ambedkar seems to intuit the longer
history of religious encounters in precolonial India. Richard Eaton’s work on
the conversion of outcaste peasants to Islam in medieval frontier Bengal via
the sanctification of cultivation and pious industry;87 Stephen Dale’s work
on the early growth of Islam in Kerala through the dynamics of travel, trade
and oceanic cosmopolitanism88 or Sanal Mohan’s work on the conversion
of agrestic slaves to Christianity, opening up for them the possibility of
conjugal family life in early colonial south India89 show how earlier forms of
trans-religion traffic were not just about identity formation but also about
the possibility of new sociabilities and new livelihoods - something which
Ambedkar acknowledged when he spoke about the combined ‘material’ and
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‘spiritual’ aspects of conversion.90 Ambedkar in fact discussed the medieval
encounters of Islam, Jainism, Buddhism and Brahminism as defining events
of Indian history. Citing Surendra Nath Sen’s Presidential address to the 1938
Indian History Congress at Allahabad, Ambedkar discussed how and why
medieval Buddhists, in far-flung regions such as Sindh and Bengal, converted
to Islam to escape Brahminical persecution as well as Muslim hostility towards
influential bhikshus, who at that time held political power in royal courts
and institutions of ‘monastic governmentality’ (to cite Indrani Chatterjee’s
descriptor of Buddhist polities in the eastern Himalayas and its foothills).91
It seems to me therefore that what Ambedkar called conversion was in
fact a mode of religious encounter, of questing across religions, animated
by a critical theory of exit, itinerancy and arrival. Only such a historical
framework could be adequate to the study of religion in a multi-religious and
multi-caste world, Ambedkar seemed to be implying. Addressing a public
meeting on conversion in 1936, Ambedkar explicitly uses the metaphor
of itinerancy: ‘Just as a boatman has to make all necessary preparations
before he starts on a voyage [to another religion], so also we have to make
such preparations. Without this, it will not be possible to reach the other
shore’.92 The preparations he speaks about concern a reasoned comparison
and criticism of multiple religions. It is then worthwhile to think through
the trope of itinerancy as it animated history and criticism of religion in
Ambedkar’s time. As we know, histories of religion are as much histories of
itinerancy, traffic and encounter as they are of churches and priesthoods.93
Histories of both Christianity and Islam are narratives of inter-religious
and inter-peoples contact - hence exodus, migration, nomadism, conquest
etc., both literal and metaphorical. Histories of Hinduism too are stories of
encounters between and passage across different schools or sampradays carried forward by wandering ascetics, sramanas, monks, Sufis, pirs, gazis
and whole communities of oftentimes low caste and outcaste peoples. Seen
in this way, movement - of and across religions - becomes the very flesh of
religion rather than simply its after-effect, a post-facto matter of its spread.
Let me then put Ambedkar back into conversation with Kosambi and
Sanskrityayan around this trope of itinerancy as constitutive of the horizon
of religious criticism. It is telling that Kosambi and Sankrityayan’s lives were
journeys - literally, spiritually, philosophically - such that for them religious
criticism, historical analytics and social theory appeared to emerge out of
ceaseless philosophical and territorial meanderings. Both Kosambi and
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Sankrityayan left home at young age, travelled extensively across India,
Nepal, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and the Soviet Union, in search of Buddhism
and Marxism. Both were initiated into the Buddhist monastic order - by way
of what we may call conversion - and for a while functioned as practising
itinerant bhikshus. Both were also political activists, constantly on the move.
Kosambi developed a deep interest in Marxism as early as in 1910 while on
his way to Harvard. He later joined Gandhi’s civil disobedience movement,
leading the salt satyagraha in Pune. He also led the construction of a Bahujan
Vihara in Parel, Bombay - which he imagined as the hub of activities directed
towards the eradication caste and untouchability amongst mill workers of
Bombay. In 1946, close to seventy and having written no less that twenty-two
books and innumerable essays, he reached Gandhi’s ashram at Varda in order
to undertake santhara - the Jain ritual of voluntary death by fasting. Clearly,
an artful death seemed to be a worthy culmination of a life of philosophical,
religious and political quest.
Rahul Sankrityayan travelled incessantly too, first as Vaishnava mendicant,
then as Arya Samaj reformer, then an atheist Buddhist monk, and finally,
a Marxist peasant leader, historical researcher and travel writer. He spent
many years in colonial prisons, in 1922 (for his anti-colonial speeches
during the non-cooperation movement), in1923-25, in 1939 (for his peasant
league activism) and again in 1940-42 (for his involvement with the Indian
communist party). He changed his name twice - another eloquent form of
conversion one may say. Born Kedar Pandey, with an obviously Brahminical
surname, he became Baba Ramadan Das as a wandering Vaishnava sadhu
- dasa being the epithet assumed by devotees across northern and eastern
India, denoting the affective orientation of servitude and surrender to god.
After his travels to Nepal and Sri Lanka and his ordination as Buddhist monk,
Sankrityayan became Rahul, assuming the name of Buddha’s only son, prime
convert and according to later Pali texts, the purveyor of Buddha’s thoughts
to later generations.
Sankrityayan explicitly argued for itinerancy as an epistemologically and
spiritually privileged mode of being. His Ghumakkar Shastra (The Science
of Wandering, 1948), perhaps the most articulate of his many travel books,
argued that wandering was precondition to knowledge and insight.94 ‘The
religion of wandering is not a narrow religion like Brahminism’ - he said right
at the outset.95 Buddha and Mahavira were wanderers par excellence, the font
of new ideas precisely because they refused to be bound by local experience.
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Buddha in fact enjoined travel for women, against prohibitions by caste
society.96 Sakas, Huns, Mongols and modern Europeans were great travellers
too. But while they did enrich civilisation by carrying new ideas, artefacts
and peoples across territories, they left immense bloodshed in their wake.97
Sankrityayan hierarchised various religious thinkers of India in terms of
their relative propensity to travel. So while celebrating Buddha, Mahavira and
Shankara, the 8th-century proponent of Vedantic non-dualism, he named
and shamed others who chose to remain in situ and become community
leaders - Ramanuja, the 11th-century proponent of qualified non-dualism who
is often reckoned as the philosophical source of bhakti devotion, and many
later bhakti saints who acquired local identities, with the partial exception,
according to Sankrityayan, of the relatively more mobile Chaitanya and
Ramananda.98
Sankrityayan said with inimitable sarcasm that it were caste practices - the
obsessive need to wash, bathe, eat separately and keep distance from others
for fear of pollution and miscegenation - that prevented true spiritual and
epistemological itinerancy amongst Indians.99 To those who argued that
travel was against religious belonging, he retorted that Buddhists travelled
widely precisely because they did not subscribe to caste. Nor did Muslims and
Christians, though in their cases sectarian loyalties sometimes obstructed
openness towards strangers. The protocol of the road, thus, was the source
of a different sociability which was not only more just and equitable but
also more epistemologically promising. Wandering was not an individual
calling, Sankrityayan added, even though each individual must make that
choice for herself. Wandering must be a movement, for to produce one true
wanderer many thousands must choose to take to the road!100 Sankrityayan
even suggested that one learn a useful trade to make do on the road. His
example, significantly, was the traditionally low-caste trade of barbers for
men and beauticians for women, both of which required one to intimately
touch another’s body!101 One must not invoke nationalism as a pretext to
stay in one place, for the love of one’s country can only come from being
at a distance, he added.102 Nor must one valorise the desire for home and
family, for unlike in earlier times, there was no longer a demographic need for
universal procreation; nor was lineage memory any longer the sole repository
of human history.103 Note that in this text, Sankrityayan repeatedly uses the
classical term mahanishkraman or ‘the great exit’ in order to characterise
the life of itinerancy.
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Clearly, Sankrityayan was drawing upon the longer precolonial history of
Buddhist parivrajakas and Jain yatis, for whom ‘going forth’ was enjoined
as primary calling. (Note how the Chulahatthipadopama-sutta describes
the Brahman Junassoni literally walking after the Buddha, like an elephanttracker, who seeing in the forest a great footprint, long and broad, knows
that a great elephant has passed that way, and steps into the footprints
one by one and passing through various stages of knowledge achieves
Enlightenment.104) It is telling that in early Indian Pali texts, like in Chinese
texts on Daoism, knowledge was literally called ‘road’ or ‘way’ (magga
in Pali, marga in Sanskrit). Sankrityayan invoked this longer history of
spiritual mobility to criticise the Brahmanical tradition of valorising the
household as the enjoined state of caste-marked possessive individuals
and refuted the injunction found in some early Indian normative texts that
kings regulate the dangerous liminality of wandering ascetics.105 It is also
worth remembering here that colonial India was a context in which the
state was busy sedentarising nomadic populations - desert, hill and forest
communities, peasants in flight and itinerant ‘political ascetics’ - as part of
a general process of ‘pacification’ and ‘settlement’, a governmental project
that led to much discussion in the public sphere about good wanderers and
bad wanderers. Avishek Ray rightly points out that this longer precolonial
and colonial history of wandering, highly contested as it was, anticipates
by many years the recent theoretical turn towards ‘nomadology’ taken by
philosophers like Giles Deleuze, Felix Guattari and Rosi Braidotti.106
Itinerancy had a deeply historical dimension. For both Kosambi and
Sankrityayan physical mobility was also a historical excursion - as they
travelled in Nepal, Tibet, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, China etc. in search of hidden
sources of Buddhist philosophy and later to the Soviet Union to witness the
historical actualisation of the shared future of humankind in communism.
To Sankrityayan however itinerancy was not only about a search for
manuscripts or about seeing history in the making. To him, philosophy and
history were as much about temporal flux as about processes of de- and reterritorialisation. Sankrityayan’s 1943 magnum opus, From Volga to Ganga,
was a collection of historical tales that narrated the universal history of
humankind from the primordial time of matriarchy to the future of socialism
- mediated by moments of patriarchy, slavery, insurgency, colonialism,
freedom and equality. What is interesting in this text is not so much the
familiar Marxist transition narrative as the staging of history itself as a form
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of spatial unfolding. So the first story of matriarchy is set in the Caucasus
region, the earliest known abode of the Indo-Europeans; another in Panchala
in the Indo-Gangetic Doab where dominant classes are seen to manipulate
religion in order to entrench caste inequality; yet another about an associate
of Chanakya traveling to Persia to learn how Athens fell to Macedonia in
the game of political brinkmanship; another about Baba Nuruddin and the
evolution of Sufi itinerancy in the Middle East, Central Asia and South Asia;
yet another about the coming to India of the English East India Company
and the last, set in 1942 at the peak of the Quit India Movement and World
War II, about a certain Sumer going all the way to Japan to fight the people’s
war side by side with the Soviets!107 Hence Sankrityayan’s insistence that
itinerancy was critical to epistemological sophistication, spiritual insight,
historical knowledge and a new sociability of the future.
Ambedkar’s life was different, even though he too travelled widely - across India,
Europe and America - to pursue his education and as a student of diverse caste
and religious practices in the country. No wonder fragments of his autobiography
are put together under the rather telling title of ‘Waiting for Visa’. In this text, we
have glimpses of how for an untouchable travel was especially obstructed, in
stark contrast to Kosambi and Sankrityayan’s experiences, notwithstanding the
latter’s penury and hardships on the road. When Ambedkar was travelling with
his siblings to Koregaon to join his father, who worked as a cashier in the British
army, the station master hesitated to help because the children innocently let
out that they were Mahars. Having learnt their lesson, they impersonated being
Muslim, speaking in Persian in order to ask for water at a road-side toll booth.
When Ambedkar began working for the Baroda state, he had to impersonate
being a Parsi to be able to stay at the local inn. In other words, Ambedkar had
to perform different religions, in a shadow theatre of conversion as it were, from
early on in his life. Even as late as in 1929, when Ambedkar, with an injured leg,
was touring as state-appointed member of the committee enquiring into the
condition of untouchables in the Bombay province, tanga-wallahs refused to
drive him around. In 1934, while on a political campaign in Daulatabad, Ambedkar
and his followers faced violent protests by Muslims against dheds (a denigrative
for untouchables) drinking from a wayside water tank, despite the fact that
Ambedkar was by then a well-known public personality, western-educated and
dressed in an impeccable suit.108 		
Ambedkar’s travel to the United States to study on a scholarship granted
by the princely state of Baroda freed him from these caste-based travel
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restrictions, which is why unlike Kosambi and Sankrityayan he was more
interested in journeying west. Nor did he initially imagine his travels as a
spiritual quest as did the other two. In the US, Ambedkar’s primary interest
was in economic rather than in religious history. He wrote his MA thesis
on Ancient Indian Commerce (1915) and his PhD thesis on the National
Dividend of India - a Historic and Analytical Study (1916) which later came
to be published as Evolution of Provincial Finance in British India (1924)
- though it bears mentioning here that Ambedkar did cite Buddhist texts
like the Jatakas in his economic writings because according to him, they
more explicitly reflected on the worldly existence of ordinary people than
did Brahmanical texts.109 Evidently, unlike Kosambi and Sankrityayan,
Ambedkar’s first response to religion as an untouchable was that of turning
away. But Ambedkar ended his life’s journey by converting to Buddhism and
writing what he himself called a Buddhist ‘gospel’.
On his return from the US, instead of staying and joining the anti-colonial
movement as was expected of him, Ambedkar chose to travel again, this
time to the United Kingdom to pursue law at Gary’s Inn and economics at
the London School of Economics. He was called back to Baroda but once
again returned to London in 1920. From London, he travelled to Germany and
enrolled at Bonn University to study Sanskrit in the Indology department,
famously set up by August Schlegel in 1807. Ambedkar planned to study with
Hermann Jacobi, comparative linguist and scholar of ancient Indian Vedic
and Jain thought, who had visited Calcutta in 1913-14 and was well-known
to historians in India.110 For German Indology did not hesitate to impart
Sanskrit knowledge to untouchables. Maren Bellwinkel-Schempp has found
Ambedkar’s application in the Bonn University archives and notes that he
wrote his father’s profession as a general in the British Army and his religion
as Hindu.111 Obviously, even in Europe the fear of exposing his caste background
to public gaze accompanied Ambedkar like a shadow. Ambedkar’s sojourn
at Bonn was short; he could never finish his Sanskrit training, though in later
years he took up the study of Pali in order to understand the Buddhist canon.
Even though Ambedkar’s travels were not exactly of the same nature as
Kosambi’s and Sankrityayan’s, he shared with them a deep interest in
the itinerancy of the Buddha and in the figure of the wandering bhikshu.
Ambedkar’s Buddha and his Dhamma sets out in great detail the Sakya
prince Siddhartha Gautama’s parivraja.112 Disputing the popular opinion that the Sakya prince left home because, having witnessed the four sights
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of death, destitution, disease and decrepitude, he realised the ephemerality
of human existence - Ambedkar argued, as did Kosambi,113 that Siddhartha’s
parivraja was a political decision. Siddhartha apparently refused to abide by
the majority opinion in the ganasangha assembly that the Sakyas declare
war against that of the Koliyas, and chose exile instead.114 The argument that
Buddha’s travels were a political rather than an existential choice allowed
Ambedkar to re-signify the ancient act of itinerancy and translate in sociopolitical terms the Four Noble Truths of Buddhism, which described the crux
of human life as suffering.115 However, even though modern scholars have read
Ambedkar’s conceptualisation of dukka as indexing socio-political suffering
caused by inequality and exploitation, there was also an unmistakable
existential and spiritual aspect to his interpretation (after all, like Kisa
Gotami of Buddhist lore who approached Buddha with her dead child in her
arms, Ambedkar too lost four out of his five children and mourned them till
the end of his life.) In Ambedkar’s narrative, Siddhartha is seen consoling
his loyal servant Channa by saying that all humans must eventually face
separation from their loved ones; parivraja or itinerancy only made it a
voluntary and empowering choice.116 He also acknowledged that dukka was
the result of conflict not just between classes and polities but also between
mother and son and friend and friend in ordinary life.117 Ambedkar also
detailed, drawing on Asvaghosha’s Buddhacharita and the text Lalitavistara
(the same sources as used by Kosambi), how neither proclamations of love by
family nor temptations of power and pleasure nor entreaties by the subject
population nor even a new-born child could hold Siddhartha back from
the road. Speaking to king Bimbisara, the first interlocutor on his journey,
Siddhartha speaks of dukka as the truth of the human condition, no less for
a powerful king burdened with the responsibility of public welfare than for a
pauper struggling for bare survival. In other words, Ambedkar implied that
suffering had to be mitigated in existential as well as socio-political terms,
which is why religion had to be more than simply political identity and/or
ideology.118 It had to be a way of understanding and living life.
Ambedkar then proceeded to detail Siddhartha’s journey, first as a seeker as
he went looking for teachers and paths and then as the Buddha as he set out
to convert - Ambedkar’s term again - various communities and classes to his
new way. Ambedkar clearly structured the text of Buddha and his Dhamma as
Buddha’s itinerary through various schools of thought, traditions of askesis
and social encounters. As Siddhartha journeyed in search of a new way,
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he apprenticed himself to first the sramana Alada Kalam of Vaishali; then
Uddaka Ramaputta of Kosala; and then the royal seer Uruvela of Gaya. From
them he learnt the science of absolute cognitive focus or dhyana, though
he disagreed with their emphasis on bodily austerities.119 Siddhartha then
achieved enlightenment in four stages - passing through the successive
moments of critical inquiry, mental focus, dispositional equanimity, and
purity of cognition.
With a mind thus reoriented, Siddhartha, henceforth the Buddha, wandered
off to meet other interlocutors. He engaged in disputation with Vedic sages
regarding the origin and nature of the world - a matter, he realised, that
had little salience to the problem of worldly suffering. Then he met with the
Sankhya philosopher Kapila. Buddha agreed with Kapila’s epistemological
position that knowledge had to be based on pramanas or the veridical
grounds of perception, inference and analogy. He also agreed with Kapila’s
ontological position, especially with the latter’s disavowal of a transcendent
being beyond the materiality of the world and his recognition of the reality
of suffering caused by an imbalance of gunas or propensities/qualities
of being. However, Buddha felt that Kapila had nothing practical to offer
for the mitigation of worldly human suffering. Buddha then engaged the
Brahmins, who propagated the eternal truth of the Vedas, the social theory of
varnashramadharma (castes and stages of life) and presented sacrifice as
exemplary religious action. He also disputed scholars of the Upanishads, who
claimed that the atman or the universal self was a reality even though it could
not be cognised. He further engaged six different anti-Brahminical schools
of thought - Purana Kassapa’s akriyavada (the theory that individual action
had no significant consequence for the collective), Akhali Ghossal’s niyativada
(the theory of pre-determination of life), Ajit Keswakambal’s ucchedavada or
annihilationism (the theory that everything perishes without remainder and
therefore were inconsequential), Pakudha Kacchyana’s anonyavada (the theory
of indestructible and autonomous elements making up the world), Sanjaya
Belaputta’s vikshepavada or skepticism (the theory that fundamentals
of the world can be neither proved nor disproved) and Mahavir or Nigantha
Nathaputta’s chaturyamsamvarvad (the theory that individual karma stuck
to one’s soul and determined one’s station in the next life).120
The point to note here is that Ambedkar actually spent many pages
discussing in detail these epistemological encounters of the Buddha
even if they did not seem to immediately or seamlessly translate into a
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modern political language. The nature of Ambedkar’s fidelity to precolonial
traditions of debate and disputation has been overlooked by contemporary
historiography, which rather too quickly arrives at Amebdkar’s politics
without attending to his meandering epistemological and existential
itinerary. Having passed through these various epistemological encounters,
Buddha finally arrived at the realisation of shunya and pratitya samutpada.
Shunya is often erroneously translated as the Void, said Ambekdar. It actually
denotes the utter changefulness of being.121 Pratitya samutpada stands for
the principle that entities, being ceaselessly in flux, do not have an essence
unto themselves and arise out of mutual or interdependent causation.122
Armed with the knowledge that there can be no stable identity through time
and therefore the world was amenable to change, Buddha then proceeded
on what Ambedkar called his conversion journeys through many countries.
Ambedkar narrates in detail Buddha’s encounter with individuals of different
social stations - kings, Brahmans, ministers and merchants but also women,
barbers, sweepers, chandalas (untouchables), courtesans and outlaws.123
These encounters appear in Ambedkar’s text as a set of long winding
conversations about the nature of reality and knowledge thereof, complete
with arguments and counterarguments leading to a final resolution in favour
of dhamma. In this Ambedkar seems to be faithfully following the narrative
structure and styling of the Pali suttas, even though in places he omits,
(mis-)translates and re-signifies specific Pali terms and phrases in order
to render the suttas compatible to modern political language.124 In doing so,
Ambedkar states - once again drawing on the precolonial trope of itinerancy
- that the Buddha’s teachings were of the nature of a ‘way’ or magga rather
than a ‘destination’ or moksha.125 In Ambedkar’s telling, the Buddha visited
Sravasti seventy-five times, Rajagriha twenty-four times, Kapilavastu six
times, Vaishali six times and so on.126 Here is Ambedkar describing the
Buddha’s itinerancy.
Buddha travelled to Ukkatha, Nadika, Sal, Assapura, Ghoshitaram,
Nalanda, Appana, Etuma. He visited Iccha- naukal, Chandal Kuppa,
Kushinara. He visited Devadaha, Pava, Ambasanda, Setavya, Anupiya,
and Ugunma. The names of the places he visited show that he travelled
over the Sakya Desa, the Kuru Desa, and the Anga Desa. Roughly
speaking, he travelled over the whole of northern India. These appear
to be a few places. But what distance do they cover? Rajagraha from
Lumbini is not less than 250 miles. This just gives an idea of distances.
These distances the Lord walked on foot. He did not even use a bullock-
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cart. In his wanderings he had no place to stay, until later on when his
lay disciples built Viharas and resting places which he and his Bhikkhus
used as halts on their journeys. Most often he lived under the shade of
wayside trees. He went from place to place, sometimes from village to
village, resolving the doubts and difficulties of those who were willing to
accept his message, controverting the arguments of those who were his
opponents, and preaching his gospel to those who, like children, came to
him for guidance.127 [Emphasis mine]

Buddha’s itinerancy thus was both theoretical and practical and in Ambedkar’s
telling, charged with the task of social, ethical and epistemological critique
and conversion, not just others’ but also his own.

Culture, Community and Religious Being
If epistemological and spiritual itinerancy across multiple religions was the
basis of religious critique and comparison, with conversion always already
present as a horizon of possibility, then religion clearly was not culture. In
the Annihilation of Caste, Ambedkar spoke about the limits of the concept
of culture as it was deployed by nationalists of his times. He said that living
in physical proximity and a ‘similarity of habits and customs, beliefs and
thoughts’ did not ‘constitute men into society’.128 In other words, a shared
culture - ‘unity in diversity’ as the nationalists were fond of saying - did not
guarantee sociability. Here Ambedkar invoked, once again, the metaphor
of mobility to describe his ideal of a sociability proper to democracy,
using the organicist metaphor of ‘endosmosis’ to describe processes of
‘communication’, as opposed to ‘community’, that successfully breached
sociological boundaries and allowed both peoples and ideas to travel across
classes and communities.
An ideal society should be mobile, should be full of channels for conveying
a change taking place in one part to other parts. In an ideal society there
should be many interests consciously communicated and shared. … In
other words, there must be social endosmosis. This is fraternity, which
is only another name for democracy. Democracy is not merely a form
of Government. It is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint
communicated experience.129 [emphasis mine]

This is a good place, then, to distinguish Ambedkar’s historical and critical
approach to religion from the culturalism inherent in contemporary
anthropological approaches towards religion as a universal, generic concept.
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Ambedkar, trained as he was in anthropology, travelled widely across the
country, sometimes as political campaigner, at other times as member of
enquiry committees investigating regional caste and bonded labour practices
(such as khot and baluta) and the general social condition of untouchables.
His ethnographic study of contemporary village life supplemented his history
of baluta in western India and his comparison of Indian with Welsh and Irish
villages helped him conceptualise outcastes or antyaja peoples as ‘broken
men’, wherefrom the term dalit would eventually emerge.130 Ambedkar also
drew insights from contemporary ethnographic theory on the evolution of
family, private property and state in his early work on caste, especially in
his first essay ‘Castes in India’ in which he put forward the theory of caste
as a system of enforced endogamy.131 Despite his anthropological interest,
however, Ambedkar was not invested, unlike some of his contemporaries,
in ethnographies of popular religious practices in India. It is useful then to
contrast Ambedkar’s trajectory with the trajectories of two other figures,
slightly senior to Ambedkar, who were equally critical to modern-day
rethinking of religion and Buddhism in India, viz. Haraprasad Shastri and
Benimadhab Barua.
Haraprasad Shastri (1853-1931) was a born Brahman, a Bhattacharya, who
trained himself as a Sanskrit philologist, historical anthropologist and
archivist. In 1898-99 he assisted Cecil Bendall, a professor of Sanskrit at
University College, London, in collecting manuscripts from the private
Durbar Library of Nepal. Subsequently Shastri returned to Nepal multiple
times and eventually discovered a poetic oeuvre - the Charyapadas - in
sandhya-bhasha (twilight language), the earliest known form of the Bengali/
Assamese languages, belonging most likely to the 10th-12th centuries. The
Charyapadas also had an early Tibetan translation which Shastri consulted. In
1916 Shastri published a paper on these millennia old Buddhist compositions
and decoded their mystic and/or metaphorical meaning. It was this work
that catapulted him to fame and popularised the theory that Bengal was
originally a Buddhist land.132 Scholars of dalit literature have pointed out
that more than half of these compositions can be attributed to untouchable
Buddhist siddhas or adepts, making these the oldest form of dalit literature
available to us today.133 Shastri was also one of those who discovered the
Shunya Purana - an 11th/13th century composition which praised Shunya
and Dhamma, the two central concept-metaphors of Buddhist philosophy,
in their popular ritualised forms. Shastri’s book Bauddha Dharma was a
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collection of essays based on his ceaseless ethnographic travels across
Bengal and Orissa, as much in search of old manuscripts as in search of
continuing practices of Buddhism.
In Bauddha Dharma, Shastri showed that there were many untouchable
communities in eastern India who continued to worship Dhamma and
Shunya in the form of an opaque black stone, that there were numerous
instances across this region of untouchable priests, including women
untouchable priests, and that the stories of the valiant untouchable warriorking Kalu Dom were still remembered as part of the local history of the quasiBuddhist tradition of Dharma puja. According to him, it was the persecution
of Buddhists by later Brahminical and Muslim rulers that led to the decline
of Buddhism in eastern India, as Buddhists turned to secretive cults and
esoteric tantra that sometimes involved transgressive sexual and caste
practices - a kind of alternative community on the margins of mainstream
samaj. This eventually led to moral decay amongst Buddhists and a
forgetting of vinaya (the protocols of civility that lay at the foundation of the
Buddhist sangha), karuna (compassion) and maitri (friendship).134 There is
obviously a continuity here between Ambedkar’s thesis that untouchables
were erstwhile Buddhists who refused to Hinduise and were therefore
forever banished to outcast and homeless status and Shastri’s historicoethnographic discovery of marginalised forms of Buddhist practice amongst
untouchable communities in remote interiors and borders of India. Ambedkar
knew of Shastri’s work and cited Shastri’s description of the persecution of
Buddhists during Sunga rule (c. 185 BCE - 73 BCE) in his incomplete essay on
‘The Triumph of Brahmanism: Regicide or the Birth of Counter-Revolution’.135
Benimadhab Barua, whom we have briefly mentioned before, was born in
the Chittagong district of East Bengal, which had and continues to have a
significant Buddhist population. This population consists of both urban
Buddhists, mostly Baruas (Benimadhab was known to have given up his
family title Talukdar and assumed the title of Barua) and more substantially
Chakma, Rakhine, Marma, Tanchangya and other hill peoples outside the
pale of Hindu caste society. Barua’s emergence as a historian of Buddhism
was deeply entangled with the dynamics of Buddhist history in local society,
where popular forms of esoteric or tantric Buddhism were practiced. In the
late 19th century, Saramedha Mahathera arrived with other monks from
Arakan and set out to ‘reform’ local practices in line with Theravada vinaya,
with the support of the local ruler, queen Kalindi of Rangamati and with inputs
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from Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Calcutta. Intense debates raged in this region
around what was and what was not valid Buddhist practice.136 Kripasaran, a
monk from Chittagong who was a product of this moment, set up the Bengal
Buddhist Association in Calcutta in 1892, sponsored Barua’s study at London
University and was instrumental in the setting up of the Department of Pali
studies at Calcutta University, where Barua eventually came to teach.
East Bengal, it bears mentioning here, was the land of Atisha Dipankara, the
10th-11th century Buddhist philosopher and itinerant par excellence, who was
born in Khulna, became a teacher at the university of Vikramshila, travelled to
Southeast Asia, Nepal and Tibet, and inspired Dromton’s Kadam school, one
of the ‘new translation’ schools of Tibetan Buddhism. This was around the
time of the Palas (c. 750-1161 CE), who along with other minor royal lineages
like the Chandras and the Khadgas, were known to patronise Buddhism in
this region. Atisha, like the Buddha himself, was born to a royal family. Like the
Buddha he too left home to pursue knowledge. According to Tibetan sources,
Atisha was ordained into the Mahasamghika tradition, studied Buddhist and
non-Buddhist philosophies of his time by way of comparing various religious
schools of thought, including Vaishnavism, Shaivism and Tantric Hinduism,
and transmitted the philosophies of Asanga, Vasubandhu, Nagarjuna,
Chandrakirti, and the Vajrayana adepts Tilopa and Naropa, the last two known
to have inspired the Tibetan Kagyu tradition of Buddhist tantra. Atisha’s
influential work Bodhipathapradipa, or Lamp for the Path to Enlightenment,
consisted of sixty-seven verses laying out the entire Buddhist path in terms
of the three alternative vehicles or modes of travel: Hinayana, Mahayana, and
Vajrayana - to which Ambedkar would subsequently add his fourth vehicle,
the Navayana. Atisha was considered a second Buddha in Chittagong, though
this was not acceptable to the Theravada reformers.137 Note how Atisha is
remembered in Dhaka as an itinerant even today: ‘He crossed the mountain
covered with perilous frost: He is the Atisha of Bangla who lit the light of
leaning in Tibet.’138
Coming from this historical context, Barua fashioned himself as historian,
ethnographer and activist invested in reanimating India’s Buddhist past.
He and his compatriots of the Bengal Buddhist Association believed that
Buddhism could teach the nation the virtues of gender equality, non-violence
and international brotherhood. Barua travelled to Buddhist archaeological
sites and wrote extensively on Buddhist monuments and pilgrimages. He
seemed to share in the early Archaeological Survey of India’s investment in
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the study of Buddhist structures dotting India’s countryside, identified not
only through mentions in Buddhist texts but also by following the routes
travelled by early Buddhist itinerants, including the Chinese seekers Faxian
and Yijing.139 In his work Buddhist India, Barua said that Buddhism appears
to be lost without a trace because scholars have thus far relied only on
Brahminical texts and neglected material remains and popular practices.140
Hence the need to supplement textual study of religion with art, archaeology,
epigraphy, folklore, traveller’s accounts, and as importantly, ethnographic
field visits. In other words, Barua, like Shastri, believed that Buddhism was not
a completely lost religion and continued to have a presence in contemporary
India in the form of hybrid cultural practices, monumental ruins and a
subterranean regional social ethic, all of which could be recovered through
the work of historical anthropology.
The difference between the philosophically oriented itinerancy of Ambedkar,
Kosambi and Sanskrityan and the ethnographic itinerancy of Shastri and
Barua comes through clearly in their respective approaches to popular
religiosity. Ambedkar was familiar with low caste and outcaste devotional
traditions. His father was a committed Kabirpanthi - who, Ambedkar recalls,
would recite not only Kabir’s dohas but also passages from the epics. He
invoked Karna and Drona, great warriors of low-caste status, as exemplary
characters to be emulated. Many Mahars of Maharashtra at this time also
followed Sant Tukaram, a bhakti saint who spoke of the equality of humans
before god.141 Others followed the 12th-13th century Mahanubhava sect, which
developed their own caste-indifferent ritual practices. Yet others invoked
the 13th century poet-saint Chokhamela and his sharp anti-caste polemics.
Ambedkar however believed that these traditions of social critique, valuable
as they were, were contaminated with residual Hindu ideas. Chokhamela
in one of his songs invoked sins in previous lives as the reason for his low
caste birth, thus buying into the Brahminical theory of karma which believed
that an individual’s social station was determined by her own past actions.
Ambedkar argued that the Buddhist theory of karma was a general theory of
cause, action and consequence, and therefore a theory of universal social
responsibility and mutual accountability, which had no connection to the
conservative Brahminical theory.142 Amebdkar is known to have refused
his wife’s request to visit Chokhamela’s birthplace, though he did hum
Kabir’s dohas on his own time, had Tukaram’s sayings adorn the cover page
his periodical Mook Nayak and dedicate his 1948 book The Untouchables to
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the memory of Nandanar, Ravidas, Chokhamela—‘Three renowned saints
who were born among the Untouchables and who by their piety and virtue
won the esteem of all.’ And yet, in 1954, he persuaded a group at Dehu
Road to rededicate to the Buddha the temple they had originally built for
Chokhamela.143
Ambedkar’s ambiguous relationship with popular religious practices the object of Barua’s and Shastri’s historico-ethnographic explorations derived partly from his need to historicise Buddhism as a completely lost
religion, that had been repressed, along with its followers, by Brahminical
reaction centuries ago. Consequently, the restitution of Buddhism in the
contemporary could not take account of extant popular practices. Instead, it
had to be a historical hermeneutic of an irreversibly lost past. In all likelihood,
Ambedkar would have disagreed with Barua and Shastri’s ethnographic
conclusions that Buddhism continued to have an afterlife in India in hybrid
cultural forms. He would also have been uneasy with Barua’s version of the
history of Buddhist philosophy, wherein Barua contextualised Buddhism as
part of a larger constellation of contending schools of thought and showed
up conceptual and figurative continuities between Buddhist, Jain, Vedantic,
epic, Puranic and popular devotional practices, though without collapsing
one into the other.144 To Ambedkar, the division between Buddhism and nonBuddhism was absolute. Only thus could the initiation into the Buddhist
way be staged as an act of conversion and the Buddha’s own journeys renarrativised, with deliberate anachronism as it were, as a conversion project.
Unsurprisingly, amongst the twenty-two vows that Ambedkar set out for his
conversion ceremony, the first few were negative. The practice of Buddhism
was first and foremost about the non-practice of other religions and by
implication a self-conscious disassociation from all hybrid forms of popular
religiosity. So, he would have his followers pledge:
I shall have no faith in Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh nor shall I worship them.
I shall have no faith in Rama and Krishna who are believed to be incarnation
of God 			
nor shall I worship them.
I shall have no faith in Gauri, Ganapati and other gods and goddesses of
Hindus nor 			
shall I worship them.
I do not believe in the incarnation of God.
I do not and shall not believe that Lord Buddha was the incarnation of
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Vishnu. I believe this to be sheer madness and false propaganda.
I shall not perform ‘Shraddha’ nor shall I give ‘pind-dan’.145

Barua was not one of those who, like the philosopher Radhakrishnan, saw
Buddhism and Jainism as part of an all-encompassing Hindu civilisation.
Nor was he interested in a reform of popular Buddhism by cleansing it of
outside influences and vulgar rituals, as were the Sri Lankan Buddhist
Angarika Dharmapala and the Theravadins of Myanmar working in
his native Chittagong. Like Ambedkar, Barua too faced criticism from
establishmentarian Buddhists. H. D. Ranatunga accused Barua of turning
Buddhism from being a religion to being a social ethic and philosophical
system - an accusation that Ambedkar too faced in his time. According to
Ranatunga, authentic Buddhist practice emerged out of personal fidelity
to Buddha’s doctrine as transmitted through the canonical tradition - a
position that Barua sharply countered by insisting that Buddhist insight
emerged from out of correct historical and philosophical reconstruction
of Buddhism - something to which Ambedkar would have wholeheartedly
agreed.146 And yet, given his investment in tracing the material and aesthetic
survivals of Buddhism in the present, Barua did partially imagine Buddhism
in culturalist terms. In his later years, Barua in fact revised his earlier
understanding of Buddhism as primarily a system of critical enquiry and
proposed that Buddhism was a ‘collective life movement’ – a formulation
that clearly partook in the anthropological notion of culture as ‘way of life’. 147
As we know, low-caste religiosity in India had a long and heterogeneous
history, from early medieval tantra through medieval bhakti movements
and Sikhism to early modern Sufi and fakiri traditions to modern-day anticaste religions like Adi Hindu Dharma in the United Provinces, Adi Dharma
in Punjab, Karta Bhaja and Matua Dharma in Bengal and so on. In almost
all such religions, heterodox community formation was crucial, with some
communities like the Sikhs of Punjab and the Bauls of Bengal even wearing
their distinctiveness as visible symbols on their body. Many such religions,
especially ones with tantric elements in them, practiced alternative forms
of sexual and caste sociability and appeared to deliberately secede from
mainstream samaj. Ambedkar however was not looking for community
formation in this tradition of popular religiosity, because heterodox
communities seemed to function as countercultures which presumably left
mainstream society untouched. To reconstruct Buddhism in this tradition
might run the risk of reinforcing and/or culturalising the already existing
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segregation and separation of untouchables, which was exactly what
Ambedkar sought to undo. Hence his hesitation in adopting a culturalist
approach like Shastri and Barua and owning up to popular countercultures
as part of his project of founding a new Buddhism for modern times.
Ambedkar’s disavowal of the popular politics of community formation
comes through clearly when he explains why the Jewish question in Christian
Europe was incommensurable with the untouchable question in Hindu India.
Ambedkar did say at one point that the condition of the Depressed Classes in
India was analogous to the condition of the Jews in ancient Egypt, and that
untouchables too must embark on an exodus, metaphorical or otherwise,
in search of the promised land.148 And yet he also said elsewhere that the
difference between the two was unmistakable. The Jews self-consciously
chose to be a separate community, with a separate doctrinal basis and
a distinct way of life, while untouchables were forced against their will to
segregate themselves, even though untouchables were neither doctrinally
nor culturally different from mainstream society.149
This was perhaps why Ambedkar was more invested in the idea of a critical
self than in the anthropological idea of an alternative community or culture.
In Ambedkar’s thought the self was posited not as the locus of a private
or personalised faith but as the guarantor of just sociability, based not
on ‘tolerance’ and ‘equal respect’ but on compassionate comparison and
critique. Ambedkar’s critique of Hinduism in Prerequisites of Communism was
precisely that it refused to recognise the uniqueness of the singular self and
subsumed it under a pre-given social identity. ‘Does the Hindu social order
recognise the individual? Does it recognise his distinctiveness his moral
responsibility? Does it recognise him as an end in himself, as a subject not
merely of disabilities but also of rights even against the State?’ - he asked
rhetorically.150 Interestingly, Ambedkar contrasted the social determinism of
Hinduism not to the ideal of the autonomous individual of modern liberalism
but to Jehovah’s teachings to Ezekiel in the Old Testament - ‘the son shall
not bear the iniquity of the Father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity
of the son’. Ambedkar further argued that not only did Hinduism dissolve the
singular individual into her social identity ascribed by birth, it also assigned
distinctive visual insignia to separate her out from others: ‘If there is caste
its existence must be signalized by a distinguishing head-dress and by a
distinguishing name. If there is a sect it must have its headmark. There are
92 sects in India. Each has a separate mark of itself. To invent 92 marks each
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one different from the other is a colossal business.’151 Hinduism also ascribed
each caste a collective name, undoing the logic of individual proper names:
‘It is the name which the caste bears which gives it fixity and continuity and
individuality.’ Caste names prevented social mobility, compelled individuals
to submit to the jurisdiction of caste assemblies and disabled the strategic
transgression of caste rules by individuals - Ambedkar added.152 As Shailaja
Paik shows, Ambedkar therefore exhorted his followers, in the name of manuski
or humanity, to give up on caste occupations, caste-specific dresses and
ornaments, caste-marked body language, distinctive food habits and in case
of murali and tamasha women, the public staging of sexuality associated
with their caste role as dancers and performers.153 In other words, Ambedkar
asked his followers to invest in ethical individuation and for that purpose
de-culturalise themselves, cleansing their persons of all visible symbols of
separation and subjection which rendered them into an identifiable outcast
community.
According to Ambedkar, while Hinduism privileged social being over
individual being, and worse still, culturalised and visibilised social being,
modern European philosophy did just the reverse. It privileged individual
being over social being and thereby emptied civic life of religious content.
Hence the importance of retrieving the ancient notion of dhamma in the
contemporary, a mode of religiosity that was both before and beyond what
European philosophy and Brahmanical traditions understood as religion.
According to Ambedkar, dhamma helped individuate those who were denied
their individuality in the name of social being, but without turning religion into
private faith as did modern European political theory. Dhamma in other words
did not individuate through a secularisation of society and a privatisation of
faith. Instead, by disavowing god, soul, prophet and scripture, dhamma left
the individual with no recourse beyond her own ‘thrownness’ in the world, to
use a Heideggerian turn of phrase, which was precisely why each individual
came to exist in an unmediated relationship to every other individual and
to the world at large. Note that in this imagination, the rise of the human
subject was not predicated upon the fall of god - the familiar secularisation
story - but upon the imagination of an originary absence of god from religion
in its purest and most archaic sense. According to Ambedkar, this form of
individuation, without the guarantee of anything beyond the exigency of life
itself, enabled critical and compassionate sociability better than did either
cultural unity or individual civility.
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Kosambi too emphasised the importance of ethical individuation in
Buddhist disciplines of the self. In his The Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha,
Kosambi spoke about Buddhist samadhi at its most accomplished, where
after passing through successive stages of thought, love and happiness,
one arrived at perfected concentration or focus. He spoke of the discipline
of kayagata smriti or awareness of the body through a discussion of
Vishuddhimagga, the text which he had helped edit. Body awareness not only
led to the overcoming of sexual desire, hatred and sloth but also showed
up the body as a structure of bones indistinguishable from the bodies of
others - leading to a phenomenological realisation of equality.Then followed
the discipline of maitri or friendship in ever expanding circles - with love for
self, humans, quadrupeds, reptiles etc. eventually expanding into love for
all possible species of the planet. Kosambi then discussed the discipline
of prithivi mandal or the earth circle that required one to focus on the
materiality of the world, including surrounding objects like land, water and
light.155 Benimadhab Barua, despite his culturalist leanings, also admitted
that historically Buddhism was more than simply a social ethic or a way of
life. It was also a ‘psychology’, he said, thereby admitting to the question of
the self as being central to Buddhist thought. Drawing on his familiarity with
Buddhist yogachara and tantra, traditions that were particularly evolved in
eastern India and Tibet, Barua discussed Buddhist disciplines of meditation
and visualisation, which produced an acute awareness of not only the mind
but also the body, and equally, an awareness of the relationship between
mind and body and indeed, body and body.156 Clearly, at stake here was
an imagination of religious being that required the individual to both
partake in and separate from the world - in a way that led the individual to
simultaneously attend to and deconstruct the apparent givenness of body,
sense, language, experience, community and indeed, society.
In Buddha and his Dhamma, Ambedkar too spoke of meditative practice,
mental focus and cognitive purity as essential states enjoined by Buddhism producing a form of individuation that enabled one to subject habit, custom,
culture and tradition to critical questioning. This ethical individual was the
subject of principles and not of rules, Ambedkar said, famously distinguishing
between religions of principle and religions of rule. Rules, as in dharmashastric
rules, produced compliant and obedient bodies; principles, as in dhamma and
shunya, produced autonomous agency, hermeneutic freedom and critical
activism.157 And yet, Ambedkar added that critique was to be modulated
and moderated by practical skill, dispositional equanimity, compassion
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and friendship so as to avoid the pedantry that marked both Brahminical
and modern forms of knowledge. It is telling that Ambedkar included in his
conversion vows Buddha’s Noble Eightfold Path and the Buddhist paramitas
or Perfections. We have not yet adequately grasped the role of these ancient
ideas in Ambedkar’s admittedly modern move of mass conversion. As is well
known in Buddhist scholarship, the eightfold path consists of (1) correct view
of the nature of reality (2) correct intention without attachment, hatred, and
harmful motives, (3) correct speech, refraining from lying, divisive speech,
harsh words, and slander, (4) correct action, refraining from killing, stealing,
and sexual misconduct, (5) correct livelihood, avoiding trade in slaves,
weapons, animals for slaughter, intoxicants, or poisons, (6) correct effort,
abandoning negative states of mind and sustaining positivity, (7) correct
mindfulness towards body, thought, emotion and surrounding existents,
and finally, (8) correct concentration. The paramitas in turn consisted of
sila (virtue, morality, discipline, proper conduct); kshanti (patience, tolerance,
forbearance, acceptance, endurance); virya (energy, diligence, vigour, effort);
dhyana (concentration, contemplation, meditation); prajnya (insight); plus as
per later texts, upaya (skilful means); paridhana (vow, resolve, determination);
bala (strength, power) and jnyana (knowledge).
Note how the ‘truths’ and the ‘perfections’ brought together questions of
knowledge, ethics, emotion, efficiency, power, livelihood and sociability in the
person of the adept (siddha, resolved or accomplished) person - cutting across
the thought/practice and individual/social binaries of modern thought. This
is the reason why in Buddha and his Dhamma, Ambedkardwells at length on
epistemological and ontological concerns, side by side with social, political
and ethical concerns. He also discusses at great length the apparently esoteric
metaphysical concepts of shunyavada and pratitya samutpada in his version of
a Buddhist Bible and includes the Buddhist paramitas and the ashtanga marga
in his conversion vows, even though he intended these writings primarily as
exhortations for mass political mobilisation.
Needless to say, this approach, which brought together epistemological,
spiritual, psychological and ethical concerns within the same framework, is
very different from our modern-day sensibility which sees knowledge/reason
and faith/worship as separate if not oppositional orientations. Gandhi for
example never tired of saying that he did not speak from the position of an
intellectual or a thinker. To him, an explicit disavowal of intellectualism (and
the owning up of labour) was important because it seemingly brought him
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closer to common people. So in his interpretation of the Gita (which we know
Ambedkar strongly contested), he would self-consciously say that his was
not a philosopher’s but a common man’s practical version of the ancient
metaphysical text.158 Ambedkar however was deeply invested in instilling an
epistemological and critical stance in the untouchable, which was not only
possible through modern education but also through the pursuit of a proper
religiosity based on a proper understanding of the nature of reality and the
place of the individuated and solitary self in it.

The Historical and the Archaic
To those who argued that he should focus on economic progress rather
than religious conversion, Ambedkar said that caste stigma prevented
untouchables from entering respectable professions. So for them religious
conversion was a necessary precondition to economic emancipation. In India,
the economy was overdetermined by religion: ‘The Hindus are the only people
in the world whose economic order—the relation of workman to workman, is
consecrated by religion and made sacred, eternal and inviolate’.159 Marxists
failed to grasp this obvious fact because they wore the dark glasses of
economic determinism. Ambedkar believed that two central propositions
of Marxist historiography stood falsified by the middle of the 20th century
- a. that socialism was historically inevitable and b. that the driving force
of history was economic.160 Ambedkar’s fundamental disagreement with
Indian communists - over the latter’s refusal to acknowledge the historical
difference between caste and class and take on board the fact that Indian
factory workers practiced caste discrimination against untouchable workers,
making working class unity impossible - is too well known to need any
reiteration here.161 In this last section therefore I want to go elsewhere and
explore how the thinking together of historical materialism and histories of
religion reopened at this time the very question of history and its limits.162 Like
Ambedkar, Kosambi and Sankrityayan too discussed Buddhism in relation to
Marxism, as did many others like the historians Debiprasad Chattopadhyay
and Y. Balaramamoorty, the well-known Hindi litterateur Ram Vilas Sharma,
the Communist Party of India members R. B. More and Annabhau Sathe
and many decades later, Dalit and Shudra poets and intellectuals Namdeo
Dhasal, Anand Teltumbe and Kancha Illiah. Ambedkar and Kosambi did not
see themselves as Marxists, while many of the others did.
Putting Marxism and religion together might seem like a counter-intuitive
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move. After all, Marx’s statement about religion being the opium of the people
was well known and widely cited at this time. Debiprasad Chattopadhyay, in
his discussion of the history of Buddhism, quoted at length the passage in
Marx’s A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right where this famous
statement occurs. Interestingly, Chattopadhyay focussed more on Marx’s
use of the term ‘suffering’ in this extract than on the opiate metaphor.163 It is
worthwhile then to begin by citing Marx’s longer passage as it first appeared
in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher (7 & 10 February 1844).
For Germany, the criticism of religion has been essentially completed,
and the criticism of religion is the prerequisite of all criticism.
The profane existence of error is compromised as soon as its heavenly
oratio pro aris et focis [“speech for the altars and hearths,” i.e., for God
and country] has been refuted. Man, who has found only the reflection of
himself in the fantastic reality of heaven, where he sought a superman,
will no longer feel disposed to find the mere appearance of himself, the
non-man [Unmensch], where he seeks and must seek his true reality. …
The struggle against religion is, therefore, indirectly the struggle against
that world whose spiritual aroma is religion.
Religious suffering is, at one and the same time, the expression of real suffering
and a protest against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed
creature, the heart of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless
conditions. It is the opium of the people.164 [emphasis mine]

Note how in this passage, Marx speaks of religious critique as the precondition to
political critique - something that Ambedkar would also say, though from a very
different historical perspective. Also note how in this passage, Marx uses the
term that Ambedkar too would use repeatedly - namely, suffering/dukka. Equally,
note the resonance between Marx’s proposition - that by projecting herself onto
transcendental figures like god, and notably the nation, the alienated human
stands diminished, rendered into a non-human (unmensch) - and Ambedkar’s
proposition - that god is redundant to religion, not just to Buddhism but to
religion itself in its purest and most archaic form. Hence Ambedkar’s statement,
already discussed above, in the Philosophy of Hinduism that at its most generic,
religion had to do with neither god nor soul but with the corporeal questions of
birth, death, disease and destitution - the very questions of bare life which many
believed propelled the Buddha to embark on his spiritual quest and which came
to be glossed as economic questions in times after Marx.
The Marxist turned Subaltern historian Ranajit Guha began his essay on
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untouchable renderings of the myth of the anti-god Rahu by saying ‘Religion
is the oldest of archives in our subcontinent’.165 Here is what he says, seeking
to give voice to the subaltern in archives of the past:
This documentation [i.e. religion] is not easy to read precisely because
of the form in which it comes … shrouded often in mystic sentiments
and obscure symbols, its reason defies the rationalistic assumptions
of its interpreters; modified by accretion and decay, it does not allow
itself to be grasped as lucidly as a consistent body of law; elliptical
and syncopated, it suffers in comprehensibility because of the duplex
character of its messages which are worldly and other-worldly at the
same time.166

I cite Guha to emphasise my point that both Ambedkar and Indian Marxists
like Sankrityayan, Chattopadhyay and later Ranajit Guha, shared between
them a deep investment in histories of religion - histories that involved both
a rereading of religion as a historical archive and a critique of religion as a
concept and phenomenon. Religion was a ‘code’, to quote Guha again, that
held within it the secret of the ‘principal moments of the ancient relationship
of dominance and subordination’ [emphasis mine], a formulation that
Ambedkar would have agreed with whole-heartedly.167
I want to parse more carefully Guha’s invocation of the ‘ancient’ in this
formulation. Guha seems to imply by the term ‘ancient’ something more
than simply the historical past. He indexes, in my reading, the archaic, the
originary or instituting moment of society involving the primary division
between the dominant and the subaltern even before the dominant and
the subaltern come to acquire historical names and identities. This in
other words was the primordial moment which was before and beyond the
limits of recorded history and yet drove the movement of history through
time. It is telling that Guha, a historian of colonial modernity, substantiated
his argument about the importance of studying religion by drawing on the
Marxist scholar Damodar Dharmanand Kosambi (1907-1966), Dharmanand
Kosambi’s mathematician turned historian son, well known for his use of
anthropology, which he believed was a necessary supplement to archival
history if one had to read traces of subaltern pasts in the present.168 At stake
in this debate around Marxism and religion was therefore, I suggest, a search
for a temporal sensibility that could reopen not just the historical past but
in fact the archaic, i.e. the ontological and the phenomenological aspects of
the human condition.
My use of the concept of the archaic requires some clarification here. In
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the ancient philosophies of Greece, especially of Aristotle, the concept of the
arche has a double connotation. On the one hand, the arche is seen as the
originary principle or the primordial cause from which subsequent historical
formations derive. On the other, the arche is understood as the primary act
of command and thereby the institution of political forms or regimes of
government. As Karl Kerenyi put it in his study of Greek mythology, the arche
is both the act of ‘giving of grounds’ to human existence and the ‘founding’
of a city or a world.169 In the conversations that I record here, involving Marx,
Indian Marxists and Ambedkar, the debate was precisely about the archaic
in this sense - namely, about the very institution of a human order, which is
why, as will become soon evident, central to this debate was the question
of the state and of the possibility of pre- and post-state forms of immanent
human existence (which was also the question at the heart of contemporary
an-archism and by association Marxism). In this imagination, the archaic
appears to be not only about chronological pastness or antiquity but also
about the conceptual antecedence of a principle of order. The difference
between the historical and the archaic is that unlike the historical past, the
archaic never becomes obsolete or anachronistic - for the archaic continues
to recur through history in the form of unexpected moments of ‘repetition
and difference’, to cite Deleuze’s turn of phrase. As Ernst Cassirer famously
argued through studies of diverse philosophical and mythological traditions
of the world - the Bhagavad Gita, ancient Egyptian religion, the Melanesian
concept of the mana and Schelling’s ‘natural philosophy’ - animating all
forms of rigorous and rational discursivity, including those of modern times,
remains an unconscious ‘grammar of experience’, which is neither rational
nor pre-rational and which is simultaneously archaic and extant.170 In other
words, the archaic is not to be understood as purely a historical moment, but
as that which gives sense, meaning and narrative to what we understand as
historical unfolding. The archaic itself remains historically in-demonstrable
(the imagination of the point in ancient Greek and Islamic philosophy as
being a ‘position without extension’ or the concept of shunya in Nagarjuna’s
and subsequently Ambedkar’s philosophy as that which is ‘neither
something nor nothing’ - a good description of the human condition, by the
way - are examples of this form of historical in-demonstrability). In European
traditions, thinkers have sought to access the archaic through philosophical
anthropology, Freudian and Jungian psychology as well the study of folklore,
myth and language. To these efforts, one may add the study of religion in
its broadest sense, involving the grey zone across metaphysics, philosophy,
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theology, ritual and indeed life itself, which has to do that set of liminal questions
which haunt the borders of everyday life and historical chronology.
In Ambedkar’s thought, caste appears as just such an archaic phenomenon.
The archaism of caste derives not from its ancientness as a social institution.
There could be a historical debate, and Ambedkar was well aware of this,
about exactly when the concept of varna came to pass and when and why the
varna ideal-type transmuted into proliferating jatis, a network of ‘enclosed
classes’ and ‘graded inequalities’ that prohibited sociability and encouraged
untouchability between communities.171 As we know, the debate about the
historical chronology of caste continues till date - oscillating between those
who trace the origin of caste to the Purusha Shukta of the Rg Veda and those who
see caste as an invention of colonial demographics, with some historians holding
the middle position that caste came to be entrenched as a generalised ‘system’
of governance across diverse regions of the subcontinent sometime in early
medieval and/or early modern times.172 This historical debate, important as it is,
does not quite speak to the archaism of caste as a phenomenon as Amebdkar
imagined it. What preoccupied Ambedkar was the temporality inherent in the
phenomenon of caste, a temporality that thwarted ready historicisation in either
liberal or Marxist terms, i.e. in terms of the imagination of historical necessity
which posited that in course of time the modern supersedes the premodern,
the political supersedes the religious and class supersedes caste (hence the
co-existence of ‘annihilation’ and ‘affirmation’ of caste identity in Ambedkar’s
thinking). For not only does caste operate in modern times in modern forms,
as alternatively a demographic, representational, cultural, economic and legal
category, it also operates through what appears as a ceaseless reiteration of
history’s arche, as the founding moment of human (a-)sociality. Said otherwise,
caste appears as the conceptually though not necessarily chronologically prior
moment of the constitution, distribution and administration of bodies, bodies
that are otherwise indistinguishable from each other in terms of surface markers
(as in race) or biological constitution (as in sex or species). That religion in its
existential as well as phenomenological aspect would have a critical role to play
in this instituting moment is precisely because the archaism of caste involved
the irreducible question of the meaning and limits of human corporeal existence.
Anupama Rao captures this archaism of caste in terms of the ‘ritual-archaic’
in her study of caste violence in contemporary India, focussed on the 1990s
events of the Sirasgaon and Khairlanji killings. She shows how the legally
justiciable language of caste atrocity and the historical language of rights
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and citizenship fail to respond to the ritual aspect of the killing of Dalits in
the contemporary. Rao therefore proposes an analytical distinction between
political violence (the violence that entails when Dalits assert their rights in
the modern public sphere) and ‘ritual-archaic’ violence (the violence that reenacts or simulates some kind of a primordial sacrifice in the modern present).
She says, drawing on Rene Girard, that the myth of sacrifice, like the myth of
the social and/or sexual contract, is an instituting moment of society which
erupts repeatedly through history. Rao invokes the legend of the sacrifice
of the Mahars at the foundation of forts and villages in medieval Maratha
country. According to tradition, it was by this foundational sacrifice that
the untouchable Mahars came to assume their liminal and outcaste aspect,
attributed the function of guarding the village boundary, an untouchable
figure ironically charged with ensuring the integrity of caste society within
the village.173 Perhaps this is also why the Purusha Shukta of the Rg Veda
remains live in caste imagination even today as the figuration of the primal
sacrifice of the cosmic man - whose head goes on to become the Brahmin,
arms the Kshatriya, torso the Vaishya and feet the Shudra - even though no
direct historical or chronological link can actually be established between
this one mention of varna in the Vedic oeuvre and the actual evolution of
jatis in later centuries. It is this repetitive enactment of what appears as the
archaic, i.e. as being irrespective of the movement of history, that I call here
the limit of historicity.174
But can the archaic appear aside of the event of the sacrifice? Ambedkar,
I believe, was asking precisely this question in trying to articulate the
archaism of caste beyond the moment of the ritual suspension of the time
and space of the everyday. In his Castes in India Ambedkar explained the
mechanism of caste in terms of enforced endogamy of social groups and
the violent management of the sexuality of ‘surplus’ women who fell outside
of endogamous marriages. In this telling, enforced widowhood and the
burning of savarna women at their husbands’ funeral pyre were not so much
about ritual sacrifice as about the repetitive and violent institution of sexual
boundaries, re-enacted every time as the founding moment of society. Here
Ambedkar draws from 19th century ethnographic theory that sought to
theorise the emergence of state and society as universal modes of historical
being from out of the first principle of heterosexual conjugality.175 Yet in the
very same essay, Ambedkar moves quickly away from anthropology towards
‘speculative’ history. He goes on to explain the ‘genesis’ of caste society (as
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opposed to the ‘mechanism’ of its reproduction through enforced endogamy)
in terms of a primal act of Brahmin ‘enclosure’, by which Brahmins as a social
collective physically, sexually and socially set themselves apart from other bodies,
with other communities subsequently following the same logic of introversion
and dis-association through imitation of and/or coercion. In that sense, as
Sundar Sarukkai and Srinivasa Ramanujam have recently said, Brahmins were
the original untouchables, who withdrew from collective life in order to fortify
their absolute purity against touch, sex and unfettered sociability.176
In Ambedkar’s telling thus untouchability was the archaic principle/command
of (a-)sociality in the subcontinent. Ambedkar explicitly acknowledged that
this originary act of Brahmin enclosure could not be historically or empirically
demonstrated. It could be neither proved nor disproved through archival
evidence. But that itself did not negate its plausibility or veracity. For it could
not have been otherwise, Ambedkar argued. Brahmin enclosure thus was an
archaic act generative of caste society as a historical formation. The result
of this original enclosure was the transformation of class (varna) into caste
(jati) and the institution of inheritance by birth as the structuring principle
of society.177 In this sense, Brahmin enclosure as the archaic moment had
the same status in Ambedkar’s thought as did ‘primitive accumulation’ in
Marxism (incidentally, also involving ‘enclosure’, in this case of land and
property) - as that instituting act which unleashed an autotelic regime of
repetition and difference well into modernity, of untouchability and as
Kalyan Sanyal shows in his revisionist book of Marxist history, primitive
accumulation respectively.178
In his comparative essay Buddha or Karl Marx, Ambedkar saw this as the
shared ground between a rethought Buddhism and a revised Marxism - this
recognition that birth and inheritance by birth were the crux of inequality,
economic as well as social. Ambedkar said that three principles of Marxism
still held true in the contemporary world - a. that the task of philosophy is
to reconstruct the world; b. that history moves through conflict; and c. that
the cessation of worldly suffering is predicated on the abolition of private
property. Buddhism as a philosophy, like Marxism, consisted of these
principles, though Marxists failed to notice this because they were a priori
prejudiced against religion. Having emerged in Europe in engagement with
Christianity - a religion which valorised poverty and promised salvation only
after death - Marxism came to think of all religions as false consciousness.
This was a grave historical error, because all religions of the world were not
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the same. Buddhism was a religion that believed, like Marxism, that the task
of philosophy was to change the world. By famously keeping silent when
asked about the origin of the world, life after death, the nature of eternity etc.
Buddha made it clear that he was unconcerned with speculative philosophies
which had no bearing upon the alleviation of worldly suffering. The Buddha
also said that dukkha or misery was born out of possessive desires which
led to inequality and conflict, which was why the Buddhist sangha did not
allow ordained monks to own private property. By disavowing lineage and
caste as criteria of eligibility, Buddhist thinkers also disavowed the principle
of inheritance by birth which lay at the foundation of private property.
Ambedkar cited at great length from the Buddha’s sayings as recorded in
the Potthapadasutta of the Digha Nikaya in order to demonstrate this. (The
sutta incidentally ends with the Buddha ordaining the elephant trainer’s son,
instead of the talkative scholars with whom he was engaged in disputation,
because the former truly grasped the nature of dukka.) ‘That language is
different but the meaning is the same. If for misery one reads exploitation
Buddha is not away from Marx’ - Ambedkar said.
What then was the difference between Buddhism and Marxism? Contrary
to common opinion, it was not that Buddhism propagated non-violence
while Marxists espoused (class) violence. Unlike Jainism (and presumably
Gandhism), Buddhism did not make a fetish out of non-violence. Here Ambedkar
cited the dialogue between the Buddha and the Lichhavi army general Sinha
Senapati, who queried the Buddha on whether he actually preached inaction
or akriyavada in the name of non-violence. Buddha apparently responded by
saying that violence in the cause of justice and/or for the protection of the
weak was inevitable and acceptable. Ambedkar added:
If a murderer can be killed, because he has killed a citizen, if a soldier
can be killed in war because he belongs to a hostile nation why cannot
a property owner be killed if his ownership leads to misery for the rest
of humanity? There is no reason to make an exception in favour of the
property owner, why one should regard private property as sacrosanct.179

According to Ambedkar, the main difference between Marxism and
Buddhism lay not in the difference between violence and non-violence but
in the difference between two contrary approaches to the government of
people. While Marxism, contrary to appearance, depended on government by
the state, Buddhism propagated the ideal of self-government. Communists
believed that dictatorship of the proletariat was a necessary step towards
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future equality, while Buddha was against dictatorship per se. Ambedkar
took the example of the structure of the Buddhist sangha which, according
to the norms of the Vinaya Pitaka, was a prime example of autonomous
self-government and immanent administration. The sangha functioned
through collective deliberation in the assembly of bhikshus, complete
with rules of quorum, recording of dissent and so on. He also cited from
Buddha’s discourse to Vassekara, minister to king Ajatashatru, as found
in the Mahaparinibbansutta. Buddha is known to have said that the Vajji
confederacy drew its political strength from its collective functioning, the
regularity and punctuality of assembly meetings, its respect for elders, women,
religious seekers etc. - proving, according to Ambedkar, that the Buddha
favoured ‘republics’ over ‘monarchies’ (Buddha himself was born in the Sakya
ganasangha).180 The Vajjis incidentally included eight confederate clans of
whom the Videhas of Mithihla and the Lichhavis of Vaishali were preeminent.
The story of the Magadhan kingship pitted against ganasanghas is found in
both Buddhist and Jain traditions. Kautilya’s Arthashastra too advised kings to
find ways to break up the clan collectivity of ganasanghas through the strategy
of bheda or divide and rule, before setting out to conquer them.
Incidentally, Kosambi too discussed the Mahaparinibbanasutta at length and
said that the Buddha had compared the assembly of the Vajjis to an assembly
of gods - though Kosambi’s emphasis was more on the austere habits and
moral strength of the Vajjis as a people than on their alleged republicanism.
Kosambi also discussed in detail the structure of the Buddhist sangha and
its basis in the principle of collective ownership of property.181
Those who propound the principle of collective ownership are known as
‘socialists’ in this country (USA) and in Europe. … Good men like Count
Leo Tolstoy fully support the principle of socialism both through the
words of Christ and through their behaviour. ….Two and a half millennia
ago, the Buddha had applied this principle …182

Kosambi was writing in response to an opinion piece in the magazine Kesari
that argued that religion, be it Christianity, Islam or Zoroastrianism, could
never ensure equality and democracy. Being a Gandhian, Kosambi had a
greater investment in the concept of non-violence than Ambedkar, and
unlike Gandhi and Ambedkar, he believed that it was possible to politically
combine Buddhism and Marxism. In his essay ‘Civilisation and Nonviolence’, while celebrating the revolutionary implications of socialism, he
argued that Marxism had emerged from out of a historical tradition that
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valorised the state and imagined history in terms of an adversarial dynamic
between friends and enemies - right from the time of the Greek city-states
which saw themselves, as did Athens and Sparta, as pitted against each
other to the time of modern nation-states engaged in worldwide warfare.
Marxism shared in this political logic, with the difference that it believed
that the ‘hostility between nations should be transferred to one between the
bourgeoisie and workers’.183 But the world war, Kosambi argued, could have
been avoided had Marxism as a theory of history combined with Buddhism
as a religion and workers of the world had refused to go to war on the basis
of a religious commitment to the principle of non-violence. In India, Gandhi
has resurrected the ancient philosophy of non-violence, Kosambi said,
though he also expressed his fear of non-violence getting trapped in ‘the
ditch of nationalism’. Only socialism could hedge against this danger, he
said, putting a distance between Gandhi and himself.184
Clearly, both Ambedkar and Kosambi - in their comparison of Buddhism
and Marxism - zeroed in on the question of the state. So did a number of
Indian Marxists who were interested in religion in general and Buddhism
in particular. Debiprasad Chattopadhyay (1918-1993) - Marxist thinker
and Indian philosopher most well-known for his treatise on Charvaka
materialism (we have earlier mentioned Ambedkar’s interest in Charvaka
critical philosophy) - also discussed Buddhism with respect to the place
of the state. He noted that existing scholarship was divided between those
who believed Buddhism to be an elite religion (despite its anti-Brahmanical
stance, Buddhism aligned with kings and merchants and kept out slaves,
soldiers and debtors from the sangha on the ground that they were not free
agents) and those who argued that Buddhism was an egalitarian religion
(Buddhism originated in the confederate context of the ganasanghas at the
fringes of monarchies and admitted low castes, outcastes and women into
the sangha). This debate, Chattopadhyay said, was wrongly formulated. It
was not as if Buddhism made a choice between two competing state forms republican and monarchical - for early Buddhism was a pre-state formation.
Like Marx and Engels, Chattopadhyay cited Lewis Henry Morgan and argued
that once read through the lens of historical anthropology it became clear
that early Buddhism was the product of an intense contestation between
newly emergent states, based on agricultural revenue and private property,
and surrounding tribal or clan polities which operated on principles of
shared sovereignty and shared ownership of land. Buddhism was marked
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by residual elements of ‘primitive communism’, Chattopadhyay believed which explained Buddhism’s egalitarian tendencies.
Chattopadhyay cited extensively from Haraprasad Shastri’s telling of the
Buddhist story of the origin of kingship as found in the Mahavastu-avadana.
The story describes the archaic state of things when humans fed on love,
lived in bliss and dhamma reigned. Then emerged distinctions first of varna,
then food holdings, and then land holdings. Then emerged the consciousness
of sexual difference and the tendency towards heterosexual pairing. With
the rise of the family appeared private property, plunder and war. People
then assembled to elect a king from amongst themselves as a servant of
the people, charged with the security of property, household and lineage.
The origin story as found in early Buddhist traditions showed remarkable
similarities to Engel’s argument in The Origin of Family, Private Property and State
(1884), said Chattopadhyay.185 He also discussed the British communistcum-classicist George Derwent Thomson’s study of pre-historic Aegian,
especially his book First Philosophers (1951), in order to argue that Buddhism
was an immanent religion without the transcendent entities of either god
or state, echoing Ambedkar’s own position.186 In fact, it was because early
Buddhism witnessed the birth pangs of the state - in the form of incessant
war, conquest and violent social conflict - that it placed ‘human agony’ at the
heart of its religion. Standing at the threshold of state and class formation,
Buddhism instituted the sangha as a refuge from emergent caste, class
and lineage inequities - not unlike modern day communes imagined by
utopian socialists. He mentioned Robert Owen’s social experiments, setting
up a parallel between the most archaic and the most futural of utopias.
Chattopadhyay then went on to cite from the Theragatha the story Sunita the
untouchable sweeper’s ordination and escape into the sangha from everyday
humiliation. Here is a quote from Chattopadhyay.
[The Buddha] spoke of right faith, right resolve, right speech, right
action, right living, right effort, right thought, right self-concentration
- values we can easily judge from the Jataka tales, that were most
ruthlessly undermined in the real society of his time. This of course was
historically inevitable …What he could do was to create the illusion of
the life of liberty, equality and fraternity of primitive communism. This
was life in the Buddhist sanghas - classless organisations within the
framework of the class society … 187

The burden of Chattopadhyay’s argument was that historians must learn
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from philosophical and historical anthropology and explore the archaic
question of the origin of state and society. Only thus would historians be able
to place the archaic and the futural, the primordial and the utopian within
a common framework, instead of remaining forever trapped in a vision of a
linear history of incremental progress. Chattopadhyay especially criticised R.
C. Mazumdar for missing out on the real significance of the Buddhist sangha
in his account of Corporate Life in Ancient India.188
Ambedkar’s comparison of Buddha and Marx also had the question of the
state at its heart. Writing at the end of a long career of critical engagement with
policy, law and constitution, Ambedkar had begun rethinking the historical
limits of the state as a form of government of people. That India was a prime
example of ‘rule by the social’ - Brahminism ruled through social injunctions
derived from religious rather than state law - had recently become clearer
to him when his Hindu Code Bills faced resistance in the parliament in the
mid-1950s. His attempt to reform the gender and inheritance norms of the
Hindu joint family came up against the putative sovereignty of the Hindu
social, which seemed quite capable of circumscribing and pushing back
against the sovereignty of the state. Hence his newly intensified scepticism
with the state as an agent of social change. Unlike communism, Ambedkar
argued, Buddhism called for an immanent system of government of and by
the people, by reorienting the disposition of the individual and restructuring
the protocols of sociability. Buddhism too was a regime of ‘rule by the social’
that challenged the Brahminical regime on its own terms and did so more
effectively than did the most evolved of state forms, be it a nationalist state
or a dictatorship of the proletariat. Ambedkar in fact explicitly pitched
religion as an alternative to the state. Communists say that the state will
wither away once perfect equality is achieved and human society becomes
self-governed. But what could conceivably replace the state in this utopian
future? It would be religion - not any religion but an immanent religion like
Buddhism - he said.189 In that sense, according to Ambedkar, Buddhism was
simultaneously a future utopia and a repressed past awaiting imminent
historical actualisation.
Ambedkar’s Buddha or Karl Marx was thus an excursion into the theme
of ‘state and religion’ - or rather religion before and beyond the state which self-consciously deployed, as did Kosambi and Chattopadhyay, the
doubled temporality of the archaic and the utopian. Ambedkar said that
the comparison between Buddha and Marx ‘forced itself upon him’, though
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he knew that any such comparison was open to the charge of historical
anachronism.190 One should also add here that this imagination of an
immanent social order, based on self-government or self-rule, was also
shared by a number of Muslim thinkers in India at this time, including the
well-known Syed Abul Al Maududi (1903-79), who critiqued state sovereignty
in the name of the exclusive sovereignty of God. Gandhi’s criticism of the
modern state, including its legislative and representational institutions, is
also well-known. Faisal Devji argues that Maududi’s appreciation of Gandhi
rested on their shared investment in an-archy.191 Here anarchy, a derivative
concept of the arche and connected but not entirely reducible to anarchism
as a modern political ideology, comes through not so much as a condition
of chaos or disorder - the ‘state of nature’ of Hobbesian imagination - as
an immanent, self-governing mode of being, of both animals and humans,
which conceptually precedes and supersedes the law of the state.192
In this conversation about the pre- and as post-state potentialities of
Buddhism as religion, in which Ambedkar, Kosambi and Chattopadhyay
participated, the archaic comes through as having to do with the institution
of society as an immanent field of collective existence. But equally important
in the debate around Marxism and religion was the question of the pre-social,
the question which had to do with the very constitution of reality, causality and
materiality. Here the archaic comes through as phenomenologically prior to
question of the institution of state and society and exceeds the ways in which
historical and philosophical anthropology - most famously embodied in the
work of European philosophers like Peter Clastres193 - approach the question
of the administration of human life via a study of so-called primordial or prestate communities. It is in this pre-social register that the archaic appears
entangled with metaphysical, phenomenological and existential questions
and comes to index the limits of history and historical thinking.
Sankrityayan was very different from Ambedkar in that he became a Marxist
after his passage through Buddhism. But he said explicitly that it was his
grounding in Buddhism that made it possible for him to understand and
espouse Marxism. In his much-discussed essay ‘Buddhist Dialectics’,
Sankrityayan argued that like Marxism, Buddhism was a philosophy of
unrelenting flux. All schools of Buddhism, despite their differences, shared
in this one principle that no entity, either of the inner or the outer world, was
stable, eternal, foundational. Buddhism pitched this principle of non-eternity
against ‘realists’ - who believed that the world was composed of immutable
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and eternal elements or atoms that integrated and disintegrated to produce
perishable objects - as well as against ‘foundationalists’ - who saw the world as
grounded in an ultimate reality like the atman or the universal self or ‘natural’
elements like fire, water, space and time. Buddhists argued that the world
was composed not of objects (vastus) but of events (dharmas). This in turn
led Buddhists to question existing theories of causality which held that each
cause produced one or multiple effects by way of a temporal succession of
necessary and sufficient, primary and secondary causes. Instead, Buddhists
proposed the principle of hetusamagrivada - viz. the principle that each event
is the result of multiple causes coming together uniquely. Hence the idea of
partitya samutpada - dependent origination or reciprocal effect - rather than
causality per se.194
Citing the classical epistemologist Dharmakirti’s theory of the ‘conjuncture’
- wherein the absence of even the most minor cause was seen to undo the
possibility of an event - Sankrityayan argued that Buddhism, like Marxism,
was against historicism or historical determinism. For according to the
Buddhist theory of causality, the effect is not simply a new and mutated
form of the cause but an entity which is decisively ‘other than’ the cause.
The effect in other words is a new, unprecedented and under-determined
event. A conjuncture of multiple causalities acting upon each other thus
resulted in a qualitative change in the world. According to Sankrityayan,
Buddhism thus made possible an imagination of total transformation.195
Accordingly, Buddhists also understood the nature of the ‘real’ differently.
Unlike non-Buddhist philosophers who defined reality as that which was
stable, objective and immutable, Buddhists defined reality as ‘provisional’.
Reality here was causal efficacy. Artha-kriya-samartham - only that which
is capable of acting upon the world is real. Sankrityayan interpreted this
principle to argue against those who saw Buddhism as a form of idealism. In
Buddhism, cognition was always qualified by the criteria of worldly efficacy
or consequential action, he said, not unlike Ambedkar.196 So Sankrityayan
argued, Buddhism contained many features of ‘advanced materialism’.
And yet, this imagination of temporality, causality and reality did not
sit well with the modern historical imagination. Sankrityayan himself
felt compelled to admit that despite its overlap with Marxism, Buddhism
remained inexorably a religion in its refusal to choose between idealism and
materialism, i.e. in its existential commitment to the madhyamika or middle
path position.197 A younger historian from Vijayawada, Y. Balaramamoorty,
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also a Marxist, began his reflections on Buddhism and Marxism by quoting
from Buddha’s very first discourse as recorded in the Digha Nikaya. Buddha
begins by setting aside avyktani or unresolvable questions, such as that of
‘beginning and end’. Buddha then proceeds to simply say: ‘That being thus
this comes to be. From the coming to be of that this arises. That being
absent, this does not happen. From the cessation of that this ceases. This
is the dharma. Whoever accepts dharma accepts the law of praticcha
samuppada.’198 Balaramamoorty understood this statement to mean that
in Buddhist metaphysics nothing exists by itself but only by virtue of the
existence of others, which is why the world is nothing but a dynamic play of
reciprocal causalities and mutualities, echoing almost exactly Ambedkar’s
interpretation in the Buddha and his Dhamma. Balaramamoorty glossed
the Buddhist theory of reality as flux as a kind of ancient ‘dialectics’, which
however differed from Marxian dialectics in that it refused to fully commit to
materialism. Buddhism had emerged in contestation with the ‘mechanistic
materialism’ of the Charvakas and therefore felt shy of attributing primacy to
matter even as it refused to attribute, like Hegelians and Advaita Vedantists,
primacy to the mind or the spirit. It is noteworthy that Balaramamoorty not
only read Buddhism in light of Marxism, but also Marxism in light of early
Buddhism. He cited the work of Fyodor Shcherbatskoy (1866-1942) - the
Polish-Russian Indologist and Buddhologist, admired by Tagore and Nehru,
who Debiprasad Chattopadhyay credited with helping Indians regain their
philosophical heritage - to say that Marxism imagined matter not as a given
object world to be scientifically mastered once and for all but in analogy
to the Buddhist theory of reality as process, as a constantly transforming
articulation of energy.199
But to Balaramamoorty too, Buddhism’s position that reality was ‘real only
within limits’ - because it possessed no self-existence unto itself - was difficult
to marry to Marxism’s investment in the objective laws of history. So while
Balaramamoorty saw the 2nd-century philosopher Nagarjuna’s shunyavada
as a highly sophisticated system of dialectics, he was uncomfortable with
what he saw as the relativity inherent in madhyamika philosophy.
The theory of relativity is alright so long as it attacks dogmatic concepts.
But when it goes further and denies the validity of any objective truth,
we are on slippery ground. Instead of being a theory which by attacking
absolutism makes way for free thinking, it reduces itself to a theory that
doubts everything … 200
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This was why, Balaramamoorty added, soon after the demise of the Buddha,
Buddhism split into multiple schools of thought. The vijyanvadins and the
yogacharins leaned towards disavowing the material world entirely - and these
included, according to Balaramamoorty, important Buddhist philosophers
like Asanga (4th century), Vasubandhu (4-5th century) and Dignaga (7th
century). These thinkers became ‘subjective idealists’ like Hegel and
condemned Nagarjuna’s shunyvada as pure nihilism, clearing the way for the
historical triumph of Shankara’s Advaita Vedanta which denied the reality
of the world entirely and thus produced an unbridgeable gap between social
criticism and metaphysical thinking. On the other hand, the vaibhashikas and
the sautrantikas became unqualified realists, effectively denying the ontology
of shunya. To Balaramamoorty, this proved that the ‘middle path’ Buddhism
was an untenable position, which inevitably came to be split right through
middle into the oppositional positions of idealism and materialism.201
Ram Vilas Sharma (1912-2000), Marxist littérateur, literary theorist and an
acerbic critic of the earlier generation of ‘progressives’ including Rahul
Sankrityayan,202 criticised Buddhism for its causal paradigm, wherein cause
and effect were seen as discrete entities unrelated to each other. This was a
metaphysician’s mode of reasoning, as defined by Marx in his Anti-Duhring,
Sharma said, wherein the positive and the negative excluded each other. He
then went on to cite the philosopher T. R. V. Murti’s (1902-1986) statement
that in Buddhism ‘all existence is particular, the universal is a mental
construct, a vikalpa’. The particularism inherent in Buddhism disabled
dialectical synthesis and the subsumption of particulars under the unfolding
of universal history. In Buddhism, even the human is no more than a mere
‘convention’ - a coming together of ‘name and form’ (nama-rupa) - Sharma
exclaimed with incredulity. He then went on to quote from Sankrityayan’s
Baudhha Darshan to say that even Sankrityayan had to admit that Buddhist
philosophy imagined time as a discontinuous stream of entities, emerging
and ceasing, without any possibility of identity across them. Such a thesis,
Sharma said, disabled the flow of history. History became discontinuous,
consisting of interruptions and ruptures.203 Such an imagination of human
history returned us to metaphysical thinking in the name of deconstructing
the real. Sharma said that he preferred the Nyaya Vaisheshika realists over
Buddhist shunyavadins, because the former understood the elements of the
material world, like air and water, time and space, to be real and universal.
He even preferred Jainism to Buddhism, though Jainism too imagined time
as a series of discrete instants, because the Jain thesis of asti-nasti-vada -
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which combined affirmation with negation - accepted that ‘that which does
not exist from one point of view does so from another’, that a thing can be
both itself and something else in the process of the dialectical unfolding of
history.204
The early 20th century thinking together of religion and Marxism, thus,
brought forth the question of the arche - as that which is before and beyond
history - in its twin connotation, as having to do with the origin of the state
and as having to do with the phenomenology of the existent, including the
human existent. This becomes clear only when we pay attention to modern
recensions, in the work of Ambedkar and his contemporaries, of what would
otherwise appear to be esoteric precolonial debates around metaphysical
and phenomenological ideas, such as shunya, atman, pratitya samutpada, kala
and in the same breath sociological and political concepts like jati, dharma,
rajya and samaj. These debates are usually passed over by modern scholarship
because they do not combine well with modern day historical sensibility and
with the universal categories of political thought. They also reopen a set
of psychological cum ontological questions regarding the nature of life and
death, matter and time - which in modernity come to be divided between
the mutually exclusive disciplines of the natural sciences and the social
sciences and which, in precolonial times, figured together under the sign of
what we today call religion(s).

Conclusion
The early to mid-20th century debate that I have described in this essay was
Janus-faced - opening onto the question of sociability on the hand and onto
a more abstract set of questions regarding the nature of reality, causality,
veracity and materiality on the other. Based on religious itinerancy and on
the comparison and criticism of multiple religions in encounter, the debate
concerned not only the relationship of individuals across diverse caste and
religious sociabilities but also the pre-social moment of the contingency
of the human creaturely, species condition. The argument, in brief, was
as follows. Religions were multiple and incommensurable in the way that
they variously posited the horizon of sociability. And they variously posited
the horizon of sociability because they variously imagined the nature of
the world and the place of humans in it. Put otherwise, religious criticism
entailed phenomenological, ontological and existential criticism and by
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implication, social criticism. So, unlike appearances, thinkers like Ambedkar,
Kosambi and Sankrityayan, while engaging in social criticism, also chose to
retract from the social to the pre-social - i.e. from the historical question the
evolution of society and state to the archaic question of the nature of reality,
materiality and causality.
As must be evident by now, in this essay I have proposed a set of revisionist
arguments. One, I have proposed that we read Ambedkar not only as a critic of
caste but also as a serious philosopher, historian and critic of religion - as one
who proposed, in the name of religious being, an ontology of human thrownness in the world, without the guarantee of either god or the progressive
laws of history. Two, I proposed that instead of holding on to Ambedkar’s
exceptionalism, we read him in association with his contemporaries (and not
just Gandhi), many of whom, like Ambedkar, thought Marxism and religion
together. Three, I have also proposed that instead of seeing Ambedkar,
as he is currently seen, as an inexorable modernist, we recognise that he
was part of a community of public intellectuals who critically engaged
precolonial philosophical and metaphysical traditions in order to reanimate
in unprecedented ways modern political languages of equality and fraternity;
and made possible religious critique - and not just reform - as a public and
political ethic, a possibility which is today denied to us by both secularists
and religious nationalists. Four, I have also proposed, though somewhat
implicitly, that we learn from this early to mid-20th century public debate
and think about instituting the critical study of religion in our universities
and colleges, instead of leaving religious education to traditionalists and
fundamentalists and bemoaning the pernicious forms that religious disputes
have assumed in the contemporary public sphere. And five, I have proposed
that instead of imagining religion as a universal or generic category, as is
done by both political philosophy and anthropology in the modern academia,
we study religion as emerging out of encounters and disputations, not just
around valid and invalid religions but also around the prior question of what
religion is or has been in diverse historical moments.
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